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Executive Summary  
 
The Polocrosse Association of Australia (PAA) undertook a survey of its membership during 
2020 to seek feedback from the polocrosse community on a range of topics designed to assist 
in shaping the future strategic direction of the sport. It also sought to verify the significant 
expenditure made by the polocrosse fraternity so as support existing and future funding. 
 
A separate Report, “Economic Impact of Polocrosse” has also been produced based on 
responses from the Survey and analysis of tournament spending. That Report, similar to 
others produced by the Consultant (and other Consultants) on the economic impact of 
recreational horse sports clearly shows that the sector outspends any other leisure pursuit 
and is a significant contributor to the national economy. 

 
The following is a snap - shot of the results based on 639 survey returns with some results 
extrapolated over the full membership where relevant. 
 

• Annual spend $74,958,750 averaging at $27,750 per person or $5965 per horse 
while capital value was estimated at $242,279,890  

 

• Horse ownership - 17,070 138 at an average 6 per person) 
 

• Participation patterns – 40% of respondents participated a few times per week while 
nearly 25% said every day. 181 respondents made suggestions on what would help 
their participation rate and are located at Appendix 1. 

 

• Preventing participation – lack of time was the most prominent score (39.51%). 
Nearly half the respondents listed “suitable horses” in their mid-rankings as a reason 
that prevent more participation.  369 (76%) respondents listed “too expensive” 
within the top four rankings. 
 

• Insurance  
 

370 people (58.73%) said yes and 260 (41.27%) said no to the question “Would you 
prefer a removal or a reduction on the Personal Accident Insurance if it meant your 
membership fees reduced?”  447 people (71.29 %) said yes and 180 (28.21%) said no to 
the question “If the person accident cover was removed would you make use of an opt 
in to purchase individual cover through PAA?”  
 

• Membership renewal 
 

631 respondents answered the question “Will you be renewing your membership when 
it next falls due? If your answer is no, please let us know your reason in the comment 
box. What would help you change your mind?” 
 
509 people (80.67%) said yes while 122 (19.3%) said no. 163 people commented and 
these are summarised and are located at Appendix 2. 
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• Further comments 
  

It was a strong indicator of the passion of the polocrosse community that 364 people 
out of total 630 returns made additional comments. Their responses (to “Do you have 
any comments or suggestions for the PAA that would help you, your Club and or State 
ensure the future success of polocrosse?”) have been summarised into relevant topics. 
This important contribution will help PAA in setting strategies to help the future of the 
sport. 
 

Recommendations 
 

• PAA to consider members’ comments in setting strategic direction for polocrosse  
 

• PAA to develop a process for each State to utilise the results of the survey in working 
with Zones and or Clubs to help grow/manage polocrosse 
 

• PAA develop a communication campaign (linked directly to its strategic plan) to 
ensure that the outcomes of this report are clearly understood by Federal and State 
agencies currently funding polocrosse and to those other States who at this stage 
are not funding the sport. 

 

• PAA to provide both Reports to AusSport to ensure continued funding of PAA as a 
National Sporting Organisation 
 

•  PAA to use the Reports in seeking a national corporate partner  
 

• Amend the data base to include 1 person to respond on behalf of themselves (if 
individual or on behalf of a family) for any future surveys  
 

• PAA Board develop a simple tool that would allow additional collection of 
expenditure data at club, zone and state level and that PAA fund each state 
association to undertake this activity. 
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1.0      Introduction 
 
The Board of the Polocrosse Association of Australia (PAA) has commissioned a survey of its 
national membership to acquire information necessary for the Board, funding bodies and 
other organisations to make decisions to secure the future of polocrosse in Australia.          
 
Historically, the recreation horse sector (excluding racing) has not been able to clearly 
demonstrate its overall size, scale and economic. This is due mainly to the wide range of 
equine pursuits and the geographic spread of the various sport.  
 
Furthermore, the recreational horse sector is also represented by breed societies. The lack 
of a coordinated and concerted effort in representing its economic (and social) importance 
has resulted instead in the production of a range sport specific studies and/or delimited by 
geography. 
 
For example, the 1998 Peel Equine Needs Analysis Study, the Bendigo Cluster Study and the 
Southern Australian Coastal focused on an area while Equestrian Australia in its study only 
included the equestrian disciplines. Section 2 provides a background and context of the 
contributions of these reports. 
 
Whilst this approach appears to be disparate the range of work has allowed for the 
development of methodologies that have produced consistent results. The PAA Board can 
be confident that the analysis and reporting of this survey is underpinned by nearly 30 years 
of assorted equine reporting thereby providing a robust reference point in the analysing or 
extrapolating the results. 
 
The PAA survey is another important piece of work that will not only serve the Australian 
polocrosse community in its endeavours to grow the spot, but also add another layer of 
data in the argument to government and others that recreational horse sports are a crucial 
part of our society and contribute greatly to the economy, in particular rural communities. 
 
1.2 Purpose of this Survey and Report 
 
The PAA Board undertook the survey for three major reasons: 
 
1. Understand the needs of our members to support the development of strategic 

priorities for the sport 
 
By seeking the views of the membership, the Board is confident that that the future 
strategic direction of the sport will be adopted more readily given that the shape of the 
strategic plan will be influenced by the memberships’ views. 
 
2. Identify the economic value of the sport of polocrosse to support current and future 

funding arrangements at the national level 
 
Funding to National Sporting Organisations (NSO’s) is provided by the Australian Sports 
Commission and like all government support is subject to periodic review. The Commission 
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was due to review its decision-making criteria for funding NSO’s when COVID hit and so the 
process was suspended. It is crucial that sports such as polocrosse with a relativity low 
participation base (compared to other sports) presents diverse arguments, such as 
economic impact, if and when it needs to argue its case for continued and or increased 
funding. 
 
3. To provide each state (and their respective clubs) with baseline economic data to aid 

regional and local funding for projects and tournaments 
 
Similar to Point 2, the states that are recognised as a State Sporting Association and receive 
funding (or want to argue for funding) can use the data from the survey (and other sources) 
to present a case to funding bodies for either continued annual funding or project specific 
grants. Through understanding the contribution that polocrosse makes to a local economy, 
either by its resident polocrosse community or through a local tournament that attracts 
outside visitors, local clubs can present evidence of the return on investment on the 
respective grant application. 
  
1.3 Approach and Method  
 
The scope of the survey was in part shaped by the disruption to the sport brought about by 
the COVID pandemic. The PAA was keen to understand the impacts that the disruption had 
on the various states and used the opportunity to seek input from the membership on a 
range of issues centred on participation and economic impact. 
 
The survey tool (Survey Monkey) comprised 10 question commanding both qualitative and 
quantitative responses. 
 
Prior to the survey being distributed to the data based the Board were provided the 
opportunity by the Consultant to review and amend the questions. Information about the 
impending survey and the reasons behind it was circulated several times to the 
membership. 
 
A total of 4415 surveys were sent based on the data base with a return of 635. Whilst a 
return of just under 15% is modest there appeared to be some anomalies in the data base. 
An examination of each state’s numbers showed a total of 2845 members representing a 
return rate of just over 22%.  
 
The Survey Monkey tool and retrieval was administered by the Consultant and all responses 
were non-identifiable. 
 
It is recommended that the data base be examined and cleared of any retired members or 
duplicates. 
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2.0 Background to Equine Surveys and Reports 
 
The importance of the horse and the horse industry in the historical, social and economic 
fabric of Australia is generally recognised.  There is also no question as to the large scope 
and diversity of the industry and its position as a large employer.  
 
It has always been difficult however, to approximate the size and scope of the industry.  This 
is due mainly to the widespread activities undertaken across the whole country, across 
horse breeds, across age groups and across levels of participation.  
 
Since 1998 there have been several projects aimed at acquiring a greater understanding of 
the impact of the horse industry to the Australian economy.  Typically, however, these 
projects have been delimited geographically to a community of interest or region.  
 
In 1998, the Peel Development Commission produced the Peel Equine Needs Analysis Study 
in response to industry concerns about proposed land use planning amendments, which 
threatened to slowly squeeze horse properties out of the region. This report found that the 
industry was 30% larger than a government assessment in the previous year. 
 
In 2001 in response to a proposed large-scale study of the industry by the Australian Horse 
Council, the Rural Industries Research and Development Corporation undertook a scoping 
study of the feasibility of building a general equilibrium model of the industry.  

They asked what would have to be done to develop a general equilibrium model of the 
industry that can be used to ask 'what if' questions. They also queried what issues faced the 
industry where such a model would be of value in providing insight into those 'what if' 
questions. 
 
For example, if a large-scale study had been done 20 years ago the industry and 
Government would have been in a much better position to determine impacts of such 
things as disease outbreaks. The EI outbreak would have been much better managed and 
the economic and social costs less severe if there was greater knowledge of the industry and 
its components. 
  
In 2008, the Bendigo Equine Cluster commissioned a study into the impact of their horse 
industry on the Bendigo economy and how it might be possible through a clustering of 
activities to achieve greater efficiencies and better maximise efforts of the sector.  
 
In these and the other studies the results indicated that the contribution of the industry to 
the economy (region specific for Peel and Bendigo) far exceeded any earlier understanding 
of the value.  
 
In 2013, Regional Development Australia undertook a scoping study of the equine industry 
in the far south coast of Australia, taking in Shoalhaven, Eurobodalla and Bega Valley. 
 
Most recently, In October 2016, Equestrian Australia (EA) commissioned a community 
impact study on Equestrian sport in Australia. The main objective of the EA project was to 
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determine the contribution of Equestrian to the broader community within Australia. The 
study only focused on the equestrian disciplines and did not cover the wider range of 
activities including polocrosse. 
 
A consistency in all of these and other equine industry studies has been the commentary 
regarding the difficulties in determining an accurate estimate of the number of horses in 
Australia.  Today estimates are provided with up to 30% margin of error.  
 
In all studies, both here and overseas, the overriding imperative has been to gain a better 
understanding of the scale, scope and contribution of the industry so as to provide decision 
makers with better information regarding the needs of the industry.  
 
Where required the Consultant has provided assumptions and subsequent suggested 
corrections in the analysis and reporting of the results. 
 
 

 
Lucy Grills (File photo PAA)  
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3.0 The Results  
 
Question 1 
 
What is your postcode? 
 
The purpose of this question is to allow for the filtering of results to produce state 
reporting. The table below shows the breakdown of membership (2019) and survey returns. 
 

STATE NUMBER OF MEMBERS SURVEY RETURNS % 

Tasmania 106 24 23% 

South Australia  103 21 20% 
Northern Territory 105 23 22% 

Queensland 958 202 21% 

Victoria 261 51 20% 

New South Wales 1212 214 18% 

Western Australia 100 444 22% 

Total  2845 635 21% (Average) 

 
Application of the results 
 
The ability to filter via state will allow for the production of state-by-state reporting and can 
be further filtered into specific questions if required. For example, if a State Sporting 
Association is looking for funding towards hosting the nationals or supporting a club in 
developing facilities it can draw from its geographical data source. 
 
Furthermore, the respective state can extrapolate the data in forecasting return on 
investment from either prospective government or commercial funding. 
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Question 2 
 
How many horses do you own, or you are responsible for? 
 
It was reported that 635 respondents owned or controlled 6138 horses averaging at just 
under 10 per person.  
 

PAA SURVEY  TOTAL NUMBER 
OF HORSES 

AVERAGE  TOTAL EXTRAPOLATED OVER FULL 
MEMBERSHIP Nb1 

PAA SURVEY  6138 9.6 17070 (based on a revised average of 6 
per person – see notes below 

PEEL EQUINE STUDY 1998 6050 5.5  

Peel Equine Strategy 
2016 

13,800 3.28  

 
 
Notes: 
 

1. It is difficult to determine total horse numbers across the whole membership given 
that in some cases the survey went to multiple members of the same household and 
an error in reporting is possible. Rather than an extrapolated total of 28,450 a 
conservative and more accurate number is 7 horses per person over the 
membership of 2845.  

 
2. The Consultant (based on previous work including the Peel Equine Need Analysis) 

and authors of other equine reports are consistent in their views that horse 
ownership is under-reported with the average being 5 horses per person for 
individuals belonging to a club or registered with an equine organisation   

 
3. A conservative estimate based on other surveys (average 6 horses per person) would 

put total horse numbers at or near 17,070 horses.  
 
 
Application of the results 
 
Through gaining an accurate (as possible) number of horses throughout polocrosse the PAA 
can link the expenditure per horse data to the economic impact of any growth in the sport. 
 
For example, if the PAA’s strategic intent was to increase membership to 3,500 individuals, 
the additional 700 members with a total of nearly 5000 horses would contribute an 
additional $9,800,000). See explanation at Question 7. 
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Question 3. 
 
How often do you play polocrosse (including practice) during a TYPICAL season? In the 
comment box please add any suggestions that would help you with your participation. 
 
The chart below illustrates that the majority of respondents (40%) play or practice a few 
times a week with 25% participating daily.  The second part of the question was seeking 
input as to what would help members increase their participation. 619 people answered this 
question with 20 skipping it. 
 
Unfortunately, a large number of respondents commented on how often they participated 
rather than what would help them participate more. (Fortunately, there was a high 
response to Question 10 – asking what the PAA could do to help in which most of the 
responses related to increased participation. 
 
 

 
 
The major themes within those respondents who answered the question were: 
 

• Lower insurance costs 

• Lower fees 

• People to participate with 

• Closer proximity of clubs 

• More local tournaments 

• More practice clinics 

• Better club unity 
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Application of the results 
 
Coupled with the responses to Question 10, (any further suggestions…) there is significant 
input from the membership that the PAA (and States) can assess in how they can increase 
existing and create new participation. 
 
 

 
Olivia Ereland, Millie Gabler, Riley Clark, Johnie Erland, Cameron Clark, Rainer White (Photo by Sue Mehl) 
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Question 4 
 
What if, anything prevents you from participating more. Rank each of the following 
questions using the arrow next to the questions? 
 
There were 631 responses to this question and the results show that lack of time was the 
most prominent score (39.51%). The table below depicts in yellow highlights, patterns that 
require attention. By example, nearly half the respondents listed “suitable horses” in their 
mid-rankings (3,4,5) as a reason that prevent more participation. 369 (76%) respondents 
listed “too expensive” within the top four rankings. 
 

 
 

Reasons  1 2 3 4 5 6 7 TOTAL 

Lack of time 39.51% 
192 

24.49% 
119 

15.64% 
76 

8.23% 
40 

5.97% 
29 

3.50% 
17 

2.67% 
13 

5.62  
486 

Other 
commitments 

16.96% 
86 

34.71% 
176 

17.75% 
90 

13.41% 
68 

9.86% 
50 

4.14% 
21 

3.16% 
16 

5.10  
507 

Suitable horses 7.66% 
33 

9.51% 
41 

18.56% 
80 

25.75% 
111 

22.74% 
98 

10.21% 
44 

5.57% 
24 

4.01  
431 

Too expensive  19.50% 
94 

15.77% 
76 

24.07% 
116 

17.22% 
83 

12.24% 
59 

6.02% 
29 

5.19% 
25 

4.74  
482 

Too much travel  11.16% 
54 

14.46% 
70 

17.77% 
86 

20.87% 
101 

23.35% 
113 

8.47% 
41 

3.93% 
19 

 4.28 
484 

Nothing prevents 
me 

20.66% 
81 

3.06% 
12 

3.06% 
12 

6.63% 
26 

9.18% 
36 

38.78% 
152 

18.62% 
73 

3.29  
392 

Other - please 
specify 

9.88% 
33 

3.89% 
13 

4.19% 
14 

2.69% 
9 

4.49% 
15 

15.87% 
53 

58.98% 
197 

2.28  
334 
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Application of the results 
 
The question of the affordability of participation is a common one throughout the survey, 
and while many observe this is the reality of being involved in a horse sport (and the 
unavoidable costs it entails) it is suggested by the Consultant that the PAA consider whether 
any structural change to membership type and fees charged could increase existing or 
create new participation. 
 
The lack of suitable horses while seen as an impediment by over 300 people (as mid ranked 
reasons) this presents a strategic opportunity for the PAA to assess how new (beginners) 
can access quality older horses and how higher graded riders can access the horses they 
need to improve their participation. 
 
The representation of “too much travel” (300 people in mid rankings) is, in most cases the 
unavoidable result of the tyranny of distance in a country like Australia. However, given 
several people commented on the need for more local practices or tournaments and the 
impact of border closures for some forced this, there is merit in considering how to run 
more local tournaments. 
 
 
 

 
Lauren Silitoe (File photo PAA) 
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Question 5.  
 
Would you prefer a removal or a reduction on the Personal Accident Insurance if it meant 
your membership fees reduced? 
 
While there were many comments from the respondents that were critical of the insurance 
component of their membership fees, the depth of feeling is not reflected in the results 
below. 59% of the 630 respondents answered yes while 41% said no. 
 

 
 
 
Application of the results 
 
There needs to be careful consideration as to making changes to the insurance regime. 
While there was commentary and a 60-40 split on the need for a remove or reduction on 
personal accident insurance there is no guarantee that membership will be maintained or 
grow as a result. 
 
Nevertheless, this is an opportunity for the PAA Board (as it already has responded) to 
consider a restructuring of fees and the insurance component within it as an instrument to 
influence renewal and new signings of membership. 
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Question 6 
 
If the personal accident cover was removed would you make use of an opt in to purchase 
individual cover through PAA. 
 
This question was answered by 627 people, 71% said they would opt in, while 29% declared 
they would not. 
 
As is the case with Question 5, the decision to offer an opt in choice may not necessarily 
affect membership growth given there are a number reasons affecting participation. 
However, the “gesture” of doing so may well sway those considering leaving. 
 
There was a raft of comments provided in Question 10 from members who participate 
across a number of equine sports and queried why they could not gain cover through a 
“multi horse sport policy”. There were also several comments about the use of their own 
personal accident insurance rather than that provided through the PAA.  
 

 
 
Application of the results 
 
As discussed above and in Question 5, the results of this Question provide the PAA Board 
with information it can use with its broker to get the best, affordable and robust cover to 
protect the interests the Association and flexibility in choice for its members.  
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Question 7 
 
Economic Impact of Polocrosse  
 
Approximately, in total, how much do you spend annually with your polocrosse activity? 
This includes any on-going costs such as feed, farriery, vet, agistment, fuel, maintenance, 
travel costs and any other item you spend during the year. It does not include capital 
purchases such as horses, vehicles, properties or other capital or equipment. Please only 
select an amount if you are responsible for the bill paying, if you are not then select NA 
 
The following information provides a brief summary of the range of studies that have been 
carried out in order to better understand the economic impact of the recreational horse 
sector. While this information highlights a lack of consistency in methodology its results 
combined provide enough evidence to draw testable conclusions around the data sourced 
in the PAAS survey and the analysis contained within this Report. 
 
In 1998, the Peel Development Commission produced the Peel Equine Needs Analysis Study 
in response to industry concerns about proposed land use planning amendments, which 
threatened to slowly squeeze horse properties out of the region.  
 
This study also examined the economic impacts of the sector and its multiplier effect within 
and outside the geographically delimited area. It highlighted to outsiders the economic 
importance of the sector and in part influenced the need for future studies. 
 
In 2001 in response to a proposed large-scale study of the industry by the Australian Horse 
Council, the Rural Industries Research and Development Corporation undertook a scoping 
study of the feasibility of building a general equilibrium model of the industry.  

They asked what would have to be done to develop a general equilibrium model of the 
industry that can be used to ask 'what if' questions. They also queried what issues faced the 
industry where such a model would be of value in providing insight into those 'what if' 
questions. 
 
For example, if a large-scale study had been done ten years ago the industry and 
Government would have been in a much better position to determine impacts of such 
things as disease outbreaks. The EI outbreak would have been much better managed and 
the economic and social costs less severe if there was greater knowledge of the industry and 
its components. 
 
The outbreak of the equine influenza virus in 2007 sheeted home dramatically the 
importance of the industry at all levels to the Australian economy and the livelihoods of 
hundreds of thousands of Australians.  
 
The Australian Horse Industry Council undertook an online survey of registered horse 
owners in 2007 to determine their financial burden from the Equine Influenza outbreak.  In 
a follow-up survey in 2008, over two thousand seven hundred (51.6% response rate) 
respondents stated the disease cost them in excess of $3.6 billion.  
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In 2008, the Bendigo Equine Cluster commissioned a study into the impact of their horse 
industry on the Bendigo economy and how it might be possible through a clustering of 
activities to achieve greater efficiencies and better maximise efforts of the sector.  
In these and the other studies the results indicated that the contribution of the industry to 
the economy (region specific for Peel and Bendigo) far exceeded any earlier understanding 
of the value.  
 
The American Horse Council undertook a national study into the importance of their horse 
industry in an attempt to convey to others the significance of an industry which employs 
460, 000 full time employees and contributes $US39 Billion to their economy. There were 
9.2 million horses in the USA in 2005. 
 
...The economic study done by Deloitte Consulting LLP for the American Horse Council 
Foundation in 2005 validates what the industry has known for some time, that the horse 
industry is a highly diverse, national, serious and economically significant industry that 
deserves the attention of the general public, the media and federal, state and local officials. 
(American Horse Council 2005) 

 
The Australian horse industry understands the significance of its sector only in parts, only 
where there has been evidence gathered.  Without “knowing” the scale of participation it is 
impossible to assess properly the economic or social impact this sector has on the nation 
and what needs to be done to grow the industry and secure the significant economic and 
employment contribution it makes.  
 
The study “Equine Industry Scoping Study 2013” of the South Coast region of Australia was 
commissioned by Regional Development Australia and provides valuable economic data for 
decision making in that region. Although the study includes the racing industry it adds 
valuable corroborating data on industry wide costs such as feed, veterinary, transport and 
farriery. 
 
The table below provides a breakdown of expenditure items across three different 
categories – professional horses (racehorses), performance horses and leisure horses. 
 

EXPENDITURE ITEM 
(PROFESSIONAL HORSE) 

TOTAL   AVERAGE COST 
PER HORSE 
(700) 

Husbandry 700,000 1000 

Training 1,295,000 1850 

Stabling 2,310,000 3300 

Feed 2,184,000 3120 

Supplies other 700,000 1000 

Veterinary 525,000 750 

Dentistry 140,000 200 

Therapy/massage/chiro 420,000 600 

Transport & accommodation 420,000 600 

Other (incl. Entry fees)  350,000 500 

 9,044,000 12,670 
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EXPENDITURE ITEM 
(PERFORMANCE) 

TOTAL   AVERAGE COST 
PER HORSE 
(700) 

Husbandry 560,000 800 

Training 1,015,000 1450 

Feed and agistment  1,785,000 2250 

Veterinary 525,000 750 

Dentistry 140,000 200 
Therapy/massage/chiro 140,000 200 

Transport & accommodation 420,000 600 

Other (incl. Entry fees)  350,000 500 

 4,395,000 6,500 

 
EXPENDITURE ITEM 
(LEISURE HORSE) 

TOTAL   AVERAGE COST 
PER HORSE 
(750) 

Agistment and feed 975,000 1300 

Pharmaceuticals & supplements 562,500 750 

Coaching 375,000 500 
Safety riding gear 150,000 200 

Vet and dental  375,000 500 

Husbandry 465,000 620 

Membership fees 33,750 45 

 2,936 250 3265 

TOTAL  16,375,250 7616 

   

AVERAGE SPEND PER HORSE   $7616 

 
Notes – there does not appear to a separate item for farriery  
 
In 2016 the Peel Development Commission produced the Peel Equine Strategy based on a 
study undertaken in 2013 of horse ownership in 2013. The table below illustrates the spend 
per horse (13,811). Only summary data was reported, there was no full breakdown in 
spending and the descriptors in column one is verbatim. 

 
 

EXPENDITURE ITEM (non racing) TOTAL  AVERAGE PER 
HORSE ($13,811) 

Maintenance and preparation of horses $72.2 million 5,213 

Production of competition and horse breed $5.9 million 427 

Clinics/workshops/coaching/competition 
fees/shows 

$9.3 million 673 

Out of region visitors  $2.6 million 188 

TOTAL  $90.1 million $6501 

 
The table below is from the 1998 Peel Equine Needs Analysis Study 
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EXPENDITURE ITEM  TOTAL AVERAGE PER 
HORSE (6050) 

Feed $4.1 million 685 

Agistment $12 million 1953 

Farriery  $2.1 million 350 

Veterinary $2.4 million 400 

Clinics/workshops/membership fees $1.5 250 

Saddlery (clothing equipment) $1.6 million 260 
Total $23.7 $3950 

 
The tables above indicate expenditure ranges per horse from $3950 to $6501 to $7616. It 
needs to be recognised that the figure of $3950 is from over 20 years ago. 
 
The data from the PAA 2020 Survey is located below and it should be note that multipliers 
have not been added as yet. 
 

 
Participants at the Narrabri Junior Challenge (File Photo PAA) 
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To estimate the annual spend, the Consultant used an upper limit (70%) average of the spend 
ranges based on experience that respondents tend to underestimate or exclude spending. 

 
The design of this question also may have contributed to under reporting. An itemised list 
may have provided better data however may also have been skipped due to the additional 
time and effort required. 
 
The annual spend reported by the 612 respondents (27 recorded N/A) is estimated at 
$9,046,000. The assumption made is that the 612 respondents are the bill payers. This 
assumption is weak as an examination of the data base shows at least 16% of emails going to 
same households. 
 
If the annual average spend is $14,156 per respondent (assuming it was the bill payer that 
responded, then extrapolated over the full membership (14,146 x 2845) the total annual 
spend is estimated to be $40,245,370. 
 
Testing the annual spend across horse numbers, 7 per person, it is estimated that the 
expenditure for polocrosse based on 7 horses per person is $2022. 
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This is considerably lower than the averages. An error is possible where the survey has been 
sent to several emails at the same family (as it appears in the data base) that horses were 
recorded more than once affecting the number of horses per bill payer.  
Although Survey Monkey did not send the survey to duplicate email addresses on the CSV 
file, the survey definitely went to the same household at multi emails. 
 
It should also be noted that polocrosse is a far more family-oriented sport and in many cases, 
horses are based on family owned rural and semi-rural properties. This differs from other 
equine sports where a percentage of horses are agisted and therefore these costs appear in 
other surveys. Farm based horse residence also will reduce the feed bill component, generally 
around 30% of overall costs. 
 
The table below shows the results from the data and a corrected amount (to be verified). 

 
TOTAL SPEND AVERAGE PER PERSON  AVERAGE PER HORSE  

$40,245,370 (1) $14,146 $2022 

   

 
 

TOTAL CORRECTED SPEND AVERAGE PER PERSON AVERAGE PER HORSE  

$45,972,500 (2) $18,500 (3) $3100 (4) 

   

 
Notes:  
 

1. Total spend is the reported $14,157 per respondent (612) extrapolated over the 
total membership (2845) 

 
2. Increased on revised per person spend and reduction of horse numbers to 6 per 

respondent 
 

3. Increase based on probable under reporting of costs and ratio of families in data 
base 

 
4. Reduction of horse numbers from 9.6 (reported) to 6 based on probable double 

up reporting and the % of horses not attracting full expenditures 
 

 
Application of the results 
 
Once the corrected figures have been determined to be reliable this information (and state 
based derived) can be used to support any funding request (renew or new) from 
Government and to seek commercial support for the sport as identified in the PAA Strategic 
Plan. 
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Question 8 
 
What is the approximate value of your capital in polocrosse? This includes property, 
vehicles, floats, tack, equipment to maintain your property and anything else you own 
related to your polocrosse activity. Only one person from your household needs to answer 
this. 
 
The capital value was reported to be $242,279,890 based on 572 people responding. If we 
assume that the 572 people are from one household each. 
 
This figure is considered understated in particular the value of horses. If the average 
polocrosse horse ownership is 6 per person and assume 4 are active playing horses with an 
average value of $6000 then horses are worth $68,280,000 alone. The question did not 
break down the capital items to include horses and respondents may not have included 
them. 
 
Capital value as recorded. 
 

CAPITAL VALUE PER RESPONDENT (572) 
$243,000,000 (1) $424,825 

  

 
 
Application of Results  
 
As is the case with Question 7, the information would be used to strengthen the PAA’s (and 
State’s) position in maintaining existing and or applying for new funding. 
 
The information, once provided to each state can assist the respective State Associations in 
any funding applications or planning matters. 
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Question 9 
 
Will you be renewing your membership when it next falls due? If your answer is no, please 
let us know your reason in the comments box. What would help you change your mind? 
 
The results show that 81% stated they would be renewing their membership while 19% 
indicated they would not. 
 

 
 
Summary responses to “what would help you change your mind? 
 
There were 631 responses to this question – 509 (80%) said they would renew their 
membership while 122 (20%) said they would not. There were 163 comments provided. 
 
The impact of COVID – 19 was most prominent in the comments. The uncertainty around 
the season going ahead was mentioned specifically in 26 comments. The uncertainty around 
membership refunds and rolling over received 22 comments. The information below is a 
summary only of the comments based on consistent themes. The full record is at Appendix 
1. 
 
Cancellation of fees and non – refund 
 
Would like further explanation as to what has happened to 2020 membership fees. 

 
I believe it should be carried over from 2020 

 
Members did not receive a full refund in 2020, so it is too much money in these unsure circumstances, if a full 
year of playing is not guaranteed 

 
Undecided. Didn’t play a carnival or practice this year & am not looking like getting fees refunded/ rolled over - 
leaves a sour taste. 
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I will be paying for practice only, then one carnival, etc. We got stung this year by the autumn season being 
cancelled and no reimbursement for kids that couldn't play the main season and an injured husband. 

 
I never set foot on a field this year and PAA was the only sporting institute in Australia that did not refund my 
membership fees. I would expect that if no refund my unused membership will be rolled over 

 
I want to play but will only renew if last years unused fees are rolled over in a gesture of goodwill to all players 
that have paid up in good faith and been unable to play due to unprecedented reasons outside our control. 
 
I waited all year for review of my fees for 2020 of which I was prompt in paying early for myself and my kids at 
the beginning of 2020 and when covid hit. I sent a letter saying I was doing it tough; my husband was out of 
work and my work had reduced and I couldn't play at all with the few carnivals on offer at the end of the 
season. I was happy not to refund my kids but needed my fees refunded. I had to wait until 19 Oct and received 
only $113.30 from all the fees I had paid. Very disappointing after playing for 35 years! 

 
Depends on what reduction they give us for paying fees in 2020 and not being able to play. I paid a $500 fee 
and played one carnival 

 
Due to not receiving a refund from paying fees this year and not playing, I will be hesitated to pay up 
 
We paid up for 2020 and didn't get to play a single carnival, so unless fees are rolled over for 2021, our family 
will not be signing up. 

 
Too expensive - the following comments are directed at the general sense of the sport 
being too expensive. 
 
Too expensive for a family of 6 

 
Take out the compulsory pa insurance and I would be playing now. 

 
However, it is too expensive for what we get out of it especially with travel costs. The tournaments have 
increased in cost as well. 

 
Depending on the cost will determine how many of us play 

 
Maybe - I may not have suitable horses or young horses that need a bit of work, if anything I may just pay 
practice membership and not play if I don't have the horses, as I would rather watch my partner play and enjoy 
it and its expensive for two if I am not playing very much 

 
Haven’t played for a long time. Too hard/expensive for single mother 

 
Not unless annual fees drop. Quite happy to pay far more per game played. Treatment of members by state 
secretary leaves an incredible amount to be desired. Paid fees online - membership accepted then got an 
imperious demand for more fees (no apology or explanation offered despite enquiry). 
 

Politics  
 
Reluctantly!!! Too much control by elite and not enough say by those that just enjoy the sport. 

 
I enjoy the sport from the outside everyone should be equal there are far more B grade less than above who are 
very poorly treated. I am not and not pissed for me, but I think a lot are poorly treated 

 
You need to address umpiring. Pay umpires so they get incentive. Most other sports do. 
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Maybe would be my answer. I find if you want to go anywhere in polocrosse, or even get a good horse you 
have to be in the in crowd. Also, the politics within polocrosse. Especially Queensland, I find (I have travelled 
and played in other starts) is outrageous. I truly believe that people have forgotten what it is to have fun and 
that’s what I used to go for. 

 
I am answering as family member have been in this sport for over fifty years and the cost of playing and 
selectivity of players throughout grades is appalling, the sport has become elite blinded and the person wanting 
to this sport for the chance of their ability being pursued, enjoyment and social part of this sport has been 
quashed with the elite and one-eyed selection panels starting from club to polocrosse Australia association 
selections. Not what you are but who you are. 

 
Commitments (travel) 
 
Too much travel from our area of northern NSW. Plus, there is not enough investment into coaching or getting 
kids and people going with our club. When there are practices it is normally given at short notice or select few 
have their private practice during the week. Where the ABCRA has been putting on clinics for kids and camp 
draft schools so we have been doing that and may head full time back that way. We love our polox but the 
travel is getting too far for us that work long hours and not enough coaching for our kids. If this changes we 
hope to return. 

 
I really want to, and I probably will as a training membership. I live faraway and have no one to practise with in 
my area, no club. I also don’t have a float so I can’t play my horse so I use someone else’s. Just makes it really 
hard when I have to do everything myself and alone because of no one else in the area to carpool or travel with 
or practise locally. 

 
There were 7 respondents who cited lack of suitable horses as the reason for not renewing. 
The remaining reasons cited included age, health, retirement, pregnancy and work and 
family commitments. 
 
Application of the results 
 
Nearly one fifth of the respondents said they were not intending to renew. The comments 
provided an opportunity for members to express their thoughts and provide the PAA with 
feedback to address the on-going risk of losing members. 
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Question 10 
 
Do you have any comments or suggestions for the PAA that would help you, your Club and 
or State ensure the future success of polocrosse? 
 
The fact that 364 people responded to this question (majority providing detailed comments) 
is a great reflection on the commitment of the membership. The record of the comments is 
located at Appendix 2. 
 
The comments have been collated into the following themes: 
 

• Board, Politics and Process - this category includes comments focusing on structural 
matters and the culture of the sport and organisation 
 

• Promotion – covers the matters of getting the sport better known 
 

• Membership and fees – most comments were statements about the fees being too 
high. There were a number of suggestions as to how the sport could become more 
affordable 
 

• Insurance – many of the comments focused on the need for the insurance to 
become cheaper through the use of personal accident insurance or multi equine 
activity policies 
 

• Participation – this section is the largest by far. The comments range from changing 
grading through to the need for restructuring tournaments 
 

• Umpiring, Rules and Animal Welfare – these comments centred on the need for 
upholding the rules to mitigate rough play amidst safety concerns 
 

• Coaching and Clinics – expressing the need for more, in some cases stipulating the 
type of clinics required such as development of younger players 
 

• Tournaments – comments were made about changing duration of tournaments in 
particular the need for more localised events  
 

• Partnerships – comments mainly on the need to partner pony clubs 
 

• Facilities and Club support – expressing the need for bursaries to the clubs to 
improve their facilities 
 

• Electric fencing – requesting the removal of the “panels only policy” 
 

• Dogs – querying why dogs can’t attend 
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Application of the results 
 
There is considerable information that can support the PAA in setting strategic priorities 
over the next three years. These comments are also a valuable exercise in assuring the 
membership that are considered in the decision-making process. 
 
 
Recommendations 
 

• PAA to consider members’ comments in setting strategic direction for polocrosse  
 

• PAA to develop a process for each State to utilise the results of the survey in working 
with Zones and or Clubs to help grow/manage polocrosse 
 

• PAA develop a communication campaign (linked directly to its strategic plan) to 
ensure that the outcomes of this report are clearly understood by Federal and State 
agencies currently funding polocrosse and to those other States who at this stage 
are not funding the sport. 

 

• PAA to provide both Reports to AusSport to ensure continued funding of PAA as a 
National Sporting Organisation 
 

•  PAA to use the Reports in seeking a national corporate partner  
 

• Amend the data base to include 1 person to respond on behalf of themselves (if 
individual or on behalf of a family) for any future surveys  
 

PAA Board develop a simple tool that would allow additional collection of expenditure data 
at club, zone and state level and that PAA fund each state association to undertake this 
activity 
 
The Appendices 1 and 2 comprise the collated responses to Questions 9 and 10 and apart 
from some minor grammatical and spelling changes, are verbatim. 
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Appendix 1.  
 
Question 9. Will you be renewing your membership when it next falls due? If your answer 
is no please let us know your reason in the comment box. What would help you change 
your mind? 
 
There were 631 responses to this question – 509 (80%) said they would renew their 
membership while 122 (20%) said they would not. There were 163 comments provided. 
 
The impact of COVID – 19 was most prominent in the comments. The uncertainty around 
the season going ahead was mentioned specifically in 26 comments. The uncertainty around 
membership refunds and rolling over received 22 comments. See below comments on the 
topic of membership refunds:  
 
Cancellation of fees and non – refund 
 
Would like further explanation as to what has happened to 2020 membership fees. 

 
I believe it should be carried over from 2020 

 
Members did not receive a full refund in 2020, so it is too much money in these unsure circumstances, if a full 
year of playing is not guaranteed 

 
Undecided. Didn’t play a carnival or practice this year & am not looking like getting fees refunded/ rolled over - 
leaves a sour taste. 

 
but I will be paying for practice only, then one carnival, etc. We got stung this year by the autumn season being 
cancelled and no reimbursement for kids that couldn't play the main season and an injured husband. 

 
Because they never refunded insurance money when covid stopped people from playing. Why pay up when we 
won’t get our money back if the season doesn’t go ahead 

 
I never set foot on a field this year and PAA was the only sporting institute in Australia that did not refund my 
membership fees. I would expect that if no refund my unused membership will be rolled over 

 
on a reduced capacity in case of cancellation. a guarantee of refund of fees if not used would entice us to pay 
full fees. We paid full fees this year and didn’t use them and didn’t get them back. 

 
I paid in full this year and didn’t get to play so my membership will be rolled over. 
 
I want to play but will only renew if last years unused fees are rolled over in a gesture of goodwill to all players 
that have paid up in good faith and been unable to play due to unprecedented reasons outside our control. 
 
I waited all year for review of my fees for 2020 of which I was prompt in paying early for myself and my kids at 
the beginning of 2020 and when covid hit. I sent a letter saying I was doing it tough; my husband was out of 
work and my work had reduced and I couldn't play at all with the few carnivals on offer at the end of the 
season. I was happy not to refund my kids but needed my fees refunded. I had to wait until 19 Oct and received 
only $113.30 from all the fees I had paid. Very disappointing after playing for 35 years! 

 
Hopefully my membership this year paid not used will cover it 
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Paid this year and got not one thing in... hoping for a refund or transfer of this year’s fees to next yr. 

 
I paid for last season and never got to attend any games due to Covid 

 
Depends on what reduction they give us for paying fees in 2020 and not being able to play. I paid a $500 fee 
and played one carnival 

 
Due to not receiving a refund from paying fees this year and not playing, I will be hesitated to pay up 
 
We paid up for 2020 and didn't get to play a single carnival, so unless fees are rolled over for 2021, our family 
will not be signing up. 

 
Not confident if I’d get my money back if the carnivals were cancelled for some apparent reason 

 
IF get a refund for 2020 season or deferred as I paid for 3 carnivals and didn’t get to play 

 
I am trying to get my fees rolled over to next year as I wasn’t able to play due to the global pandemic. 
However, my state is so far not allowing it, I will not renew my fees until I get mine rolled over to next year. I 
will be taking legal action also. 

 
Depends on state of play with covid. Cannot afford to sign up and not be refunded full amount if covid breaks 
out again 

 
But it's really annoying that you pay for it, something comes up and you can't get your money back 

 
It will depend on the status of this year's fees as a result of covid 

 
Too expensive - the following 14 comments are directed at the general sense of the sport 
being too expensive. 
 
Too expensive for a family of 6 

 
Take out the compulsory pa insurance and I would be playing now. 

 
However, it is too expensive for what we get out of it especially with travel costs. The tournaments have 
increased in cost as well. 

 
Depending on the cost will determine how many of us play 

 
Maybe - I may not have suitable horses or young horses that need a bit of work, if anything I may just pay 
practice membership and not play if I don't have the horses, as I would rather watch my partner play and enjoy 
it and its expensive for two if I am not playing very much 

 
Haven’t played for a long time. Too hard/expensive for single mother 

 
Not unless annual fees drop. Quite happy to pay far more per game played. Treatment of members by state 
secretary leaves an incredible amount to be desired. Paid fees online - membership accepted then got an 
imperious demand for more fees (no apology or explanation offered despite enquiry). 
 
Probably not. Membership is too expensive for a family of 5 on top of other expenses such as feed and travel 
etc. 
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Maybe - I may not have suitable horses or young horses that need a bit of work, if anything I may just pay 
practice membership and not play if I don't have the horses, as I would rather watch my partner play and enjoy 
it and its expensive for two if I am not playing very much 

 
Too dear 

 
But only if cheaper for a pensioner 

 
Probably not full membership due to Financial stress 

 
Not unless fees are dropped heaps 

 
Too much bureaucracy, too expensive 

 
Too expensive 

 
Politics  
 
Reluctantly!!! Too much control by elite and not enough say by those that just enjoy the sport. 

 
I enjoy the sport from the outside everyone should be equal there are far more B grade less than above who are 
very poorly treated. I am not and not pissed for me but I think a lot are poorly treated 

 
You need to address umpiring. Pay umpires so they get incentive. Most other sports do. 

 
Too much stress and to competitive 

 
Maybe would be my answer. I find if you want to go anywhere in polocrosse, or even get a good horse you 
have to be in the in crowd. Also, the politics within polocrosse. Especially Queensland, I find (I have travelled 
and played in other starts) is outrageous. I truly believe that people have forgotten what it is to have fun and 
that’s what I used to go for. 

 
Too political, not enough training for umpires or enough help for people wanting to bring young horses into the 
game. 

 
I am answering as family member have been in this sport for over fifty years and the cost of playing and 
selectivity of players throughout grades is appalling, the sport has become elite blinded and the person wanting 
to this sport for the chance of their ability being pursued, enjoyment and social part of this sport has been 
quashed with the elite and one-eyed selection panels starting from club to polocrosse Australia association 
selections. Not what you are but who you are. 

 
Commitments (travel) 
 
Yes, I have two kids as well, but due to other sport interest I find it hard to commit to tournaments. I would like 
to see a pay per tournament option as I can only make 5 out of 10. Playing tournaments on the eve of Xmas is 
crazy I just can’t make it with family commitments and having a season split over two calendar years stops 
people from starting. 

 
Other commitments and too much travel 

 
Due to the cost and travel 
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Too much travel from our area of northern NSW. Plus, there is not enough investment into coaching or getting 
kids and people going with our club. When there are practices it is normally given at short notice or select few 
have their private practice during the week. Also, this year we had to pay our memberships before we could 
nominate for the top gun clinic and due to unforeseen circumstances and COVID nothing has been done in the 
interim in regard to putting on practices or coaching. Where the ABCRA has been putting on clinics for kids and 
camp draft schools so we have been doing that and may head full time back that way. We love our polox but 
the travel is getting too far for us that work long hours and not enough coaching for our kids. If this changes we 
hope to return. 

 
I really want to, and I probably will as a training membership. I live faraway and have no one to practise with in 
my area, no club. I also don’t have a float so I can’t play my horse so I use someone else’s. Just makes it really 
hard when I have to do everything myself and alone because of no one else in the area to carpool or travel with 
or practise locally. 

 
Possibly - depending on the availability of carnivals, cost of membership. Because we live in a remote area of 
Qld, the cost of travel to competition is a HUGE consideration 

 
We will be doing more camp drafts and cutting down on polocrosse due to costs and travel and to keep family 
members together 

 
Lack of horses 
 
There were 7 respondents who cited lack of suitable horses as the reason for not renewing. 
 
Other reasons 
 
The remaining reasons cited included age, health, retirement, pregnancy and work and 
family commitments. 
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Appendix 2 - Question 10 Full record of comments 
 
Board, politics and process 
 
A better site for information and registering  
 
I believe the current PAA Board and all State Councillors are the right dynamic to guide Polocrosse in the right 
direction. I look forward to seeing the survey results implemented for the benefit of polocrosse. Thank you. 
 
Have a common rule book and follow it no exceptions 
  
Running a club requires participation from all members this reduces the workload from other people. We want 
to keep all clubs running successfully this will help to continue the future of polocrosse in Australia. I want to 
play at my highest standard so coaching/ building clubs so they have the ability to support all players at all 
levels. 
  
 Policing on club sizes. . . Some are huge and some are tiny. Not sure how to resolve this issue. Spread the 
players out to make for better competition 
  
I think the PAA need to look at including Tasmania a bit more to develop our young players and give them some 
more exposure one way would be a youth exchange with other states. 
 
The PAA is in breach of the law by not providing all members a copy of the Treasurer's report. I think the PAA 
needs to be transparent about where all the "Insurance" money is going to exactly. Stop spending it all on elite 
programs and look after the majority of members and cut the costs of insurance and membership. Without a 
mass of people/families in your bottom grades you'll never get your elites coming through anyway. We have 
said all this in a letter to the previous PAA president, who wrote a very condescending letter back to us and 
clearly didn't care that majority of families are struggling to cover the costs of polocrosse. We appreciate NSW 
have brought the Juniors and subbies fees back a little, but more needs to be done, especially by the PAA. 

 
Be more transparent with fees and charges - itemise where members money is going 
 
Help support small clubs 
 
Thank you for being so friendly and welcoming us to the sport 
 
Improve the NSW data base web page for registrations, transfers and such. More user friendly 
 
Get rid of the bulling/prejudicial culture that is in all levels of the sport. 
 
Reduce the elitist attitude, reduce the elitist support, look to support your everyday players so they have fun 
and are engaged. We have a set of rules yet it seems as though some people have an elitist approach and 
push/manipulate the system to their advantage. We all want to win but not at the expense of the sport 
 
States need to implement a new age bracket in for State Rep teams, e.g., 35 & under as most younger players 
stop playing once they come out of intermediates as they don't get looked at for Senior teams. 
 
Each state should have equal representation on the PAA Board: NSW & QLD have a greater say which impacts 
on building the sport in the smaller states. This is especially relevant now the PAA is to become a company 

 
LISTEN TO YOUR MEMBERS! how many suggestions get put forward to meetings and then the board just does 
what it was going to do anyway? Eliminate vested interests. Be totally transparent with fees breakdown. View 
it as a sport and not a business. Be humble. We don’t need flash self-promotion, money grabbing and Govt 
recognition. 
 
Better representation for our state at PAA level 
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A focus on club polox and a removal of the unneeded and bias politics that play a huge part in our sport. Can 
seriously affect people’s enjoyment of the sport. Not sure how you get rid of it buts very apparent in the sport 
at the moment and has been the reason for people leaving the sport or taking time away and never coming 
back 
 
Stop looking after only the top players and look after the grass root members. 
 
Remove bullying & elitism starting from top 
 
A form for a doctor to fill in after an accident to give clearance too ride 
 
The sport is becoming too political and needs to get back to the basics so that we increase our membership 
numbers across our state. 
  
I would love more zoom meets that aren’t just for meetings. More social? As we all live so far and wide, 
gathering becomes difficult. 
 
I think waiver forms would be a great thing so we can practice and have chuck a day without the fear of being 
sued. 
 
Make sure the grading of players is fare across the zones 
 
Address the bullying issue 
 
We need to unify each state and look after each other. Take hold of the struggling clubs without grounds, many 
members etc and seek ways to help them 
 
A lot of the state bodies spend money without thinking about where it could be best spent. A lot of decision 
makers don't have a commercial background and the game won't grow without treating it like a business 
 
The social side of polocrosse is really quite fabulous, until it comes to Fri and Sat nights, where excessive 
drinking, that is accepted as normal behaviour around a family promoted sport, goes on year after year etc.... 
 
Also, people in state/national roles should not be bias in selection process. Give feedback as to why Johnny 
didn’t get picked over Owen. 
 
Better communication through email. I emailed about my payment refunds for last season and got no reply 
 
More information for supporters 
 
Restructure format to allow other activities for other family members. 
 
Think outside the box for how the game is played. A major attraction is the social aspect of this challenging 
equestrian sport. But there are now too many rules and regulations. It is over governed for an amateur sport. 
We play a game. It is being ruled like a police state. We are not interested in bending rules to win a hoof pick, 
we just want to be able participate more, i.e., double up, travel away and play with mates. COVID provides an 
opportunity to 'repivot' our sport. We are losing horse people to more relaxed sports like team penning / 
sorting / trail riding! 
 
Yes, don’t keep feeding the fat pig because the weaker will die and this king of the one sport will also share the 
same fate so that means going back to the majority who play with 1 horse trying to play downgrade learning 
the rules paying as much for the elite who turn around and charge to give additional coach just to learn a few 
things more about the sport 

 
Rules holding other club members accountable in assisting their club. If they don't help or contribute, they don't 
play. 
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More lobbying for sponsors move the sport to being paid players and teams 
 
The PAWA is robbing its playing members as a way of recouping the loss from hosting the Nationals. All the 
Blue Bandage efforts and surveys aren't going to stop members from leaving the sport, or not joining at all. 
Members are not an inexhaustible money source used to prop up the mismanagement of state bodies. 
  
Look after the clubs and let members be proud of their club. If you let players play with anyone and change 
around all the time the members will lose the proud club feeling. you may as well get rid of clubs. 
 
Concentrate on the 10 largest clubs in each state 
 
Have strict catchment zones for each club. Meaning people from north Queensland can't play for a club in 
south east Queensland. This is what is hurting little clubs we don't have the members to play in the higher 
grades so the flow on effect is that people don't want to join the smaller clubs because they don't get to play in 
the higher grades which smaller clubs get even smaller. Less members means less help. 
 
Having come into NSW Polocrosse from elsewhere I have found NSW Polocrosse extremely political. I find there 
is a small group who are in power that are focused on supporting only those within their circles. This is how you 
kill a sport and how numbers end up dwindling. People not within these circles are consistently shunted and 
eventually they’ll just stop playing because no matter how much they practice or how much they improve 
they’ll never receive any benefit/reward. There are exceptions to this and there are some people in power who 
understand the importance of inclusiveness and growing g the sport irrelevant of the fact that this may mean 
more competition for themselves or those in their circles. We need more people like this in polocrosse. Coming 
from a family who has been part of Polocrosse around the world since the beginning it’s very disheartening to 
see what is happening. 
 
State needs to be more organised. Advertise clubs appropriately on their website. Run specific clinics for new 
people who are interested in the sport, and increase the awareness of polocrosse in the community in general 
 
Financial assistance to Clubs to help them maintain & develop facilities by specific application for govt 
funding/grants as a State/National level organisation & then distributing these funds to Clubs (for e.g., on 
submission of receipts for works completed to Club facilities - not an exhaustive application process involving 
too many forms etc!) 

 
Cost is only one factor as to why the sport is losing members. The sport has very little focus on beginner and 
middle level players, it’s all about the A grade top players, people with a known last name and representing at 
something every weekend. The sport has become far too political and for the amount of money people spend to 
play each weekend, the beginner and middle level players are not seeing any of the fees paid going towards 
them. There needs to be far more focus on the beginner and middle level players as these make up the 
majority. 
 
This is hard because it's impossible to keep everyone happy... Incremental increased membership fees to cover 
the required insurance has caused discomfort throughout the polocrosse fraternity for years however for the 
love of the sport (with rarely any prize money included) we all still want to travel each weekend to play. We 
travel for the community that polocrosse provides us, the welcoming of anyone, the socialisation and 
comradery that on the field is left aside but after the game is reinstated as if nothing has changed. The 
inclusion of all is paramount to the sport and its success in my view; the inclusion of those who don't ride, the 
acceptance and accommodating of all Young, Old, New and Advanced - Every carnival they are all are 
accommodated for and included in the sport, which is what makes the sport of polocrosse so great for everyone 
- singles, families and couples. Improvements that would assist our sport of becoming more transparent and 
inclusive include regulated scoring of players by an independent body to combat club stacking of teams for 
each club's benefit and corruption within polocrosse and clubs.  
 
I personally have experienced the above, and have also experienced, being a committee member and player of 
a small club, the surmounting issue that faces many small clubs, of how additional players (be it one, two or 
more) are managed when entering a semi-final or grand-final against their own club or team. Regulations 
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should be considered to ensure fair play when utilising additional team members from other clubs when direct 
interference dictates the outcome. Such as substitution for another player of another club or doubling up if a 
club member has two mounts - That is for PAA to decide but this has been on an ongoing issue for many years 
creating angst between smaller clubs and larger clubs in both states I have resided and played (Victoria and 
NSW). 
 

Promotion 
  
The sport just needs more exposure. 8/10 people down the street don't know what it is and 1 of the 2 who do 
are confused with polo. 
  
More publicity and promotion of the sport. Show families and non-equestrians it is possible to play in a team, 
family-friendly sport, own horses and support a community that makes incredible, life-long friends. 
    
Think we need another approach about letting the community know about one of Australia originated sports 
and the history of the Australian Stock Horse. 

 
The PAA need to publicize our sport more with the equestrian community and to the general public. Not having 
a paid publicity position for an association our size is ridiculous. The more our sport is publicized the more 
people know about it, hence more potential players. This PR officer position should support state and club PR 
officers.  

 
Consider family discount. Invest in promotion of polocrosse to the equestrian population generally to attract 
new people to the sport. Market family participation horse sport. 
 
Promotion to get new players.  
 
The sport requires more exposure on social and tv.  
 

Membership and fees 
 
I think it needs to be made more affordable 

 
Lower the cost of playing fees. 
 
Take the playing fees down 
  
Further PAA needs to ensure they are rewarding/making the cost benefit to full fee-paying members rather 
than limited (1-3 carnival) type memberships. the 2021 season creates a strong opportunity to the PAA to set a 
strong tone of engagement with a solid calendar of events in the first two quarters of the year. 
 
More membership options to reduce the cost amongst family members that would just like to be involved in 
club practices and the odd zone or inter zone games 

  
Reduce the PAA and State fees, reduce the subbies fees further. 
Do we get any of our money back from the 2020 season? 
  
Stop taxing the base of the sport for the elite. Instead create models where the different levels of the sport are 
self-funding or self-sustaining. 
 
Greater flexibility in membership incl 1-day PX Pay as you go and or 12 months membership from date of 
purchase - almost every other insurance /membership works this way. One carnival membership is too 
expensive for newcomers We make it too difficult for new members - too big a jump from trial to playing Need 
to attract sponsors at a higher level but need to engage with them. 
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Changing or merging with other clubs so that a player can play in a team that suits their grade. Important for 
small clubs. 
 
Encouragement for families who pay & play together. We appreciate horse sports are expensive but to ensure 
added participation and families who play together, some 'cost cuts' for more members from the same family 
would be highly attractive/more financial. 

 
I don't think people would mind paying for the right insurance if they felt like they were getting more back from 
their clubs and support to succeed. At the end of the day polocrosse is an extremely high commitment sport (5-
6 day minimum of riding a week to compete at a high level) to spend so much time feeding and looking after 
the horses, travelling to carnivals, paying to be at a carnival to win a measly horse brush at the end of the 
weekend. There is also a lack of support for any "middle" player in a lot of clubs. I know this is club level, but to 
feel like you work extremely hard throughout the week, not only in your 9-5 job but then riding horses on top, 
to get to the weekend with no one supporting you or pushing you forward. And then great you won, and you 
win a horse brush. Gate fees, player fees, training, support all need to improve for members to feel like they get 
their worth. The PAA needs to support clubs financially to support things such as ambulance, ground hire etc so 
that clubs can reduce costs and steal reach a profit margin to increase their club. After playing in the UK - they 
have very low annual membership fees (40pd) , but pay higher every carnival (60pd), but that includes Saturday 
dinner, the draw is out on a Thursday/Friday and they always have DJs etc to have big crowds at the bar on 
Saturday nights - the lower annual membership with increased tournament fees may assist in people joining - 
i.e. if something happens to my horse (or the Corona Virus happens again) and I can only pay 2 x carnivals, well 
then I am not $550 down the drain, I might only be $150 - so looking at whether insurance can do it that way 
where you pay more when you play and you just pay an annual membership fee for training and membership 
to the PAA. I just think there are better ways to reduce costs while still ensuring everyone is covered, and that 
the clubs hosting carnivals are supported. 

 
Look at the costing of the sport especially for rural members that have to do a lot of travelling for games and 
also first- and second-year players 

 
I’m involved at pony club and have kids that want to play, the subs are prohibitive can we link pony club 
insurance on to Polocrosse and just pay the club fees etc My number is 0408328419 

 
Help reduce fees and put more focus on majority and not the minority of the elite players of which the current 
focus is 

 
Refund memberships from2020 that we not used 

 
the amount they take from tournament in players' fees is ludicrous.  

 
Reduce all fees especially as there may be other ways to play the game for isolated towns 

 
Polocrosse is going to die in the west due to the fees, and everything being based around Eastern clubs. We are 
struggling out here, and not one shit is given to support the sport in the west. 

 
More readily available funding would be a bonus and a reduction in fees would definitely see more people 
playing. 

 
Have fees that can be paid on the weekend, for carnivals New starters don't want to pay full membership, then 
decide don't like it can't get money back 

 
Reduce membership fees 8 

 
Continue to keep prices low for junior and beginner players 
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Charge less for PAA, State & “opt in” or get your own private Insurance. Charge more for the playing weekend 
to make clubs more viable. 

 
It is too expensive for most families. It has started to cater for the Elite players. 

 
We would like to see a significantly reduced membership for any new member signing up to full membership 
for the first time. Once you’re in you’re hooked. It’s getting the new players in that is difficult. We believe 
reducing their fees will help them transition into our sport. 
 
Love the sport and think it’s unreal for families, young and old- suitable for everyone. I think it needs more 
young people to get involved and to do so I think they expense needs to be reduced. Young people are 
struggling to afford all the expenses. The young people are the future families and the future of polocrosse. I 
think involving the younger generation (20’s) and making in more affordable you’ll get a bigger crowd and long 
term more families 
 
Membership cost is a huge factor with a lot of comments that I get when I try and get people to join. I also 
think bring in the 1 carnival payment is also great for the people that manage to make it back from UNI and 
things. 
 
Fees need to be severely reduced. The insurance portion is minimal, it’s all the other stuff that needs to be 
wiped. When I started it was only $80 to register, there is no need for it to be as high as it is. 

 
The cost for the first 3 carnivals played in a season should be kept to a minimum to encourage new players 
 
I'd personally be interested in reducing fees and having some sort of sponsorship between polocrosse Australia 
and a horse feed company so you could get discounted horse feed 

 
The PAA needs to support individual states financially when the need assistance i.e., for Victoria when the 
nationals were cancelled. Victoria had a huge outlay with very little prospect of financial recovery when 
nationals were cancelled due to Covid 
  
like to know what is actually covered in player fees, I always thought ambulance travel was included but have 
heard in serious circumstances such as requires helicopter this in not covered in polox rego? 
 
Reduce the administrative costs associated and elite teams support with running the sport 

 
A reduction in the costs being incurred at national and state level would make polocrosse more affordable for 
every player. 
 
Reduce membership and ambulance fee 
 
Make it cheaper to join and take the grading away so players can help the very young and make nominations 
on a Friday when he knows if you have been rostered on for the weekend 

 
Bring costs down. 

 
This sport is a family orientation sport it’s got too dear 

 
A cheaper fee for new members to take part in come and try days to attract new players 
 
Reduce fees 

 
Subsidised memberships 
 
Stop making it too expensive 
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It’s a great sport and would be sad to see it become too expensive for the average family to play 
 
I know it’s hard, but the fees and subs need to be made cheaper to make it more accessible for families with 
multiple players. 
 
Reduce the cost of membership 
 
I think it needs to be made more affordable especially for families 
 
All representative Polocrosse be funded through sponsorships only, cut down on admin costs & travel costs for 
meetings, use technology for all meetings. We are an amateur sport don’t try to make it professional, 
Polocrosse is a sport which was started by Mr & Mrs Hirst all those years ago to be affordable and available to 
everyone. Too many people are now treating it as a business trying to make money from and have lost the true 
meaning, it is a Family “SPORT”. 
  
The overall cost of joining and playing is a big factor turning current players away and also stopping new 
players getting involved 
 
Somehow try and lessen fees as I think this is what stops a lot of people joining up?? Sorry not sure how else to 
help - but yes, we need to try and encourage membership. 

 
It's a pretty fun sport and great social scene. Wouldn't mind seeing the fees come down a bit but it’s still pretty 
cheap compared to eventing and polo. 

 
May be have a per carnival rego for those that only want to play a few 

 
The increasing player tournament fees, on top of high member fees and travel expenses, are becoming an 
added expense that may prevent many from playing. 
 
Need to look into ways to make it cheaper for new players as currently hard to attract new people to the sport 
due to the cost (just for training) other competing sports such as football etc are a lot cheaper to play. Also 
states need to stop carnivals being on consecutive weekends as financially players can’t continue to support 
carnivals and clubs. 

 
Bring back the fun, make it cheaper to run a carnival & to play the game 

 
Insurance 
 
I would look into the insurance package that would be offered in our membership before I made a decision 
about changing or paying my own membership. In this day and age and the user-pay society, I do appreciate 
the effort that the PAA make into keeping our costs down and I am aware as to how expensive any form of 
insurance is, especially an "extreme sport" AND one including horses!! Thank you for all that you do for us. 

  
Maybe different insurance options, people are put off by how much it costs then their start-up costs as well 
 
People always make the assumption that paying the rego is too expensive and we know the insurance 
component is a big wedge, but I don’t believe members understand that you get what you pay for. Other 
equine sort insurances may be much cheaper, but they also don’t have the cover.  

 
Cost of insurance and registration for new player and people wishing to try polocrosse needs to be greatly 
reduced from current levels. 

 
I strongly suggest the PAA looking at self-insurance, atm when my kids are involved in other equestrian sports, 
they are double and sometime triple insured as other sports memberships include insurance. 
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Cost of membership is far too high more so the insurance component particularly when the benefits returned 
regarding injury are not worth it if you have private health. 
 
Remove the personal insurance as it doesn't help ppl who don't work or are on pensions, not does it cover 
anything that is already covered by Medicare. 
 
Reduce fees and remove personal insurance if we already have our own 
 
Rethink insurance 
 
Unsure about the insurance questions as the cover is a necessary part of the sport. 
 
I think the option to opt into Personal Accident Insurance, may encourage people/players to read the fine print 
and understand what it covers and what it doesn't. And also see if it crosses over (doubles up) or effects their 
existing health insurance/income protection and life insurance policies. As long as public liability and on-site 
medical coverage is not affected. 
 
Let individuals have personal insurance policies instead of current mandatory one. 
 
Accident insurance through PAA is double coverage for those with their own insurance and has proven to be 
largely ineffective 
 
In future annual memberships need two insurance options...a 3rd party type insurance that is automatically 
applied to everyone’s membership, then a more comprehensive cover available as an opt in. 
 
Insurance - tie in with pony club/ EA/ adult rider clubs so we are just paying one personal insurance and can 
more easily ride in different disciplines 
 
If we are to continue to pay the insurance as part of our membership, I believe that all members should be 
given a guide (Or have access to e.g., be easy to find on the website) as to what is covered under that insurance 
and what can be claimed. At the moment there doesn’t seem to be any benefits to paying the insurance or 
people are unaware of what can be claimed. We seem to pay a lot of money for insurance and the players 
don’t appear to be benefiting from the cover provided or are unaware of what can be claimed/covered by the 
insurance. 
 
Cheaper insurance   
 
Let us get our own insurance 
  
Individual personal/family insurance to keep membership costs down. Hope that money is not recouped by 
exceedingly high costs (to play) from the few members that come back. 
 
Would definitely like to see a reduction in insurance/fees to enable greater family participation. 
 
Would like more clarification around when you are covered by polocrosse insurance. 
 
membership and insurance costs are out there when you compare to sports like camp drafting 
 
Keep insurance costs down. Post-covid there are going to be a lot of families struggling to stay in horse sports. 
Insurance costs are a rort. Each state should be allowed to source their own insurance as not all states are the 
same in regard to insurance claims, present and historically. The PAWA is currently robbing its members with 
insurance and fees 
  
The insurance is ridiculous. Most people have their own anyway so I'm sure if you made a claim, they would 
make you claim it through "any other policy held" first. Plus, why can't people just except it is a dangerous 
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sport and take some responsibility. The PoloX association gets ripped off, it is far more expensive to join than 
any other horse sport. 
 
Pay insurance per carnival as I only get to 6 carnivals a year in outback QLD zone, yet I pay same insurance as 
someone in southeast playing 20 carnivals year 

 
People with private insurance able to opt out of polocrosse insurance to reduce associated costs 

 
I play a number of Equine sports. I pay insurance on each one even though they are all the same cover. 
Investigating or allowing portable insurance would reduce costs across the board for my family. 

 
We are covered by our own personal accident insurance, so the PAA fees are a double up and a waste of money 

 
Get rid of any extras like insurance that is not directed at public liability or otherwise plain good management 
practice to take out. 

 
I have always had my own accident & injury insurance and my own income protection insurance. When I first 
started playing in the 90s, all PAA needed to see was my certificate of currency and I wasn't slugged with 
paying for insurance that I would never use, because it paid so much less than my private insurance. Indeed, 
despite my recent injuries being at Polocrosse, I just used my private insurance. As a long-term lower grade 
player, I've long felt that the excessive fees levied on players under the guise of insurance, was pretty much 
every C grade player subsidising our elite players to enjoy interstate & international competitions. It hasn't felt 
like there's been much benefit come back to the club player. Perhaps greater transparency with our insurer 
would help. To my knowledge the membership at large has never seen what the actual premiums imposed by 
the insurer actually are, we are asked to take PAA's word for it that the spectacular rise in fees over the last 25 
years are insurance related. 

 
I suggest due to the insurance being high, looking to see if there are particular people claiming the amount. The 
annual premiums increase to a higher amount when claims are done. If there are generally usual people 
claiming they should be hit with the difference in insurance premium from year to year. 
 
That when players are injured at a carnival that their medical expenses be covered as my daughters certainly 
weren’t and I had every bit of prove accident happened at carnival 
 
Can we pay 1 lot of horse activity insurance Currently our kids would have 3 levels Polocrosse Pony club EA the 
only one that gives 24/7 coverage is ea. Why can’t there be one overarching insurance then We pay Some club/ 
Assoc fees? My 2 Bob’s worth. :) 

 
If you wear a face guard you get reduced insurance. 

 
The duplication of insurance across many equestrian activities seems unnecessary i.e., polocrosse, Pony Club, 
hunt club memberships all have their own insurance components resulting in very hefty insurance premiums 
over the course of a calendar year. Can there be some recognition of this, particularly for families with multiple 
riders and equestrian activities involved? Thank you! 
 
An option of not taking up personal injury insurance cover is well worth considering as in reality, the current 
cover is barely adequate.  
 
Very decent plan to ensure covid free areas are able to play polocrosse. drop the insurance component for 
people that have their own insurance. user pay would be preferable 
 
Opt in insurance cover needs to happen to reduce fees and make polocrosse appear more affordable. 
 
insurance (membership) is a big cost in our family. We have 5 adults' 2 children one under 21 we also show 
jump and find the cost of insurance and membership is much more affordable due to EQ insurance optio 
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Participation (includes comments on tournaments) 
 
As we live in Tasmania, the current calendar year membership has an impact on members ability to maximise 
the amount of polocrosse they can play as our season starts October & finishes April. It is cost prohibitive for 
new or renewing members to join at the start of the season, when they would then have to renew halfway 
through a "current playing "season. 
 
Continuing a tiered payment option to help cashflow/pay membership e.g., Practice only, then upgrade 1 
carnival then upgrade to 3 carnival and upgrade to full 
 
less travel maybe a competition between local club 
Continue with the blue bandage competition, run one day chukka carnivals, this could be within the calendar at 
the two-day carnivals, or it could be separate days at the start of the season. 
 
Subsidise independent intermediate players 
 
We need to get more people playing, you need to listen and be willing to change the way this are done, or the 
sport will be a thing of the past 
 
Grass roots participation build this up 
 
Do not slug players who are never going to play World Cup, develop club and zone polocrosse again 
 
I believe that it’s commitment that puts people off starting. The 2-day competitions, the team / season, the 
need to have a fit horse for competitions that means preparing it well. Polocrosse is no different to any other 
discipline, you get out of it what you put in. I do think that EVERYTHING is too regulated now. People are 
always looking for something to be not fair, new rules and regulations, making it too hard, even for the ones 
that are the diehards, and even some of them are considering another sport.  
 
We need to encourage the younger members of our sport to have a voice and take a part in its direction. We 
have ‘feel good’ committees.... take Junior development for one, you have meetings, get great ideas and it goes 
NOWHERE. People lose interest and now it doesn’t seem to exist. I can see many people leaving the sport, we 
need to work on keeping the ones we have as well as encouraging new members.  
 
Players and clubs are always trying to come up with new or different competitions to invigorate or excite 
players, to try and encourage players and sponsors, yet the roadblocks that are continuously put in front are 
now becoming ridiculous. Regular polocrosse is well a bit boring.... obviously, some clubs due to various 
reasons struggle (location, membership etc) and some thrive, some play with the view to be the best they can, 
some play just for fun. All are ok, but the sport needs to provide for BOTH.  
 
Keep the professional part of the sport heading in the right direction  
 
Make it easier for newcomers to try polocrosse before they have to commit to a membership 
 
Grassroots strategy like Blue Bandage has helped me return to the sport after having a baby. 

 
People need to be more tolerant of slower players- no matter how long they have been playing. I get very 
frustrated when I get constantly told ride faster, you should be playing better than that, I play because it makes 
me exercise and I enjoy the company of other players. 
 
Make it easy to introduce people to the game as they have to pay to try 
 
Stop gearing everything towards top end Polocrosse. Those players are always going to be there it’s the middle 
level of Polocrosse that is disappear. Play in the springtime. Better weather and more day light hours after 
work to get horses fit. 
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More advertisement and practice days. Our clubs are dying in the Riverina with a lack of members due to now 
no comers. We can’t afford to keep running with little to no members and would be an absolute shame to see 
the sport completely fold in the area. 
  
encouragement of intermediates. all (association) encouragement seems to fall off after juniors. this is a really 
hard time for young adults not supported by family anymore. 
 
Polocrosse needs to look at initiatives to grow the sport, while it's important to focus on the elite it's just as 
important to safely bring in new players, blue bandage goes a long way to help but more could be done 
 
it’s not all about rep polocrosse, it’s about good times and family fun 
 
Focus needs to be on recruiting new players to the sport 
  
We need to be able to attract new members with the encouragement of Clubs to run the Blue Bandage 
competition, scaled membership rates - it costs as much for us to be members for only a handful of carnivals as 
it does for those in densely populated areas, and our travel expenses are way greater 
 
Look after the little people not just your national and “important” people. 
 
Need to attract new families to the sport. Polocrosse is played by the same families for 40 years now, very few 
new families join our ranks. I have played for 45 years. Unfortunately, I do not have a solution or idea as to how 
this will be possible. 
 
More encouragement and development of the lower levels ... not just juniors but lower grades. 

 
In WA we have extensive travel. Therefore, more meaningful zone interaction and less travel in the state would 
have a huge impact 
 
Encourage affordability for new players to come. If achievable then more clubs resulting in fewer miles to travel 
to carnivals adding to the existing huge costs. Incorporate funding to all levels of player not just elite and 
juniors. Invest in the everyday player that has continued to support year in year out rather than so much into 
juniors that often cease playing once that hit adulthood due to time, affordability having to support themselves 
to play. 
 
The USA is a huge market that I fell is untapped and could be expanded. It could open many opportunities for 
individuals as coaches’ players administrators, create a market to sell horses, tack, equipment etc. This could 
create a lucrative pathway so that young players could see a future as a professional in many areas, trainer 
player coach administrator, farrier etc. 
 
The diehards will always come back and play, however it is a very time-consuming sport. We need to look at 
ways we can encourage those who haven't become diehard yet- different options, less commitment, less time-
consuming? 
 
More flexible. I.e., chukka day v full weekends 
 
Look at restructuring how we play some tournaments e.g., playing in graded teams, something that would 
allow you to be not affiliated to a club all the time. e.g., like the camp draft system. keep the clubs, zones may 
not be needed 
 
I know it’s difficult but a pay as you play system would suit regions that are required to travel extensively to 
play. I could only play 4 carnivals in the last season I played due to work commitments and still have to pay full 
membership and insurance. 

 
More funding in the north to help build the sport back up. More come and try days to attract other disciplines. 
 
keep in mind the little guys not just the elite 
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Be inclusive and provide training and less travel. 
  
Remember the middle level players! Lots of opportunities for juniors and high-level players, but the average 
player is not really catered for when it comes to coaching. I think capped competitions are also good idea in 
some circumstances. When it stops being fun and becomes really competitive - that’s when the average player 
loses interest. 
 
I believe the game is at a turning point and is in need to evolve. The game is now played by a completely 
different society made up of predominately mainstream 9 to 5 workers & shift workers, not that of the past 
(predominately graziers/farmers/business owners). Given this, I believe we are losing members due to time 
restraints of today's society. I strongly believe we can turn this for existing members and potential new 
members by creating a competition that fits the peoples time restraints and cash flow and also the 
development of new members/players. This could be achieved at state level to also allow national level to 
continue as it exists. My vision to achieve this is to hold Sat afternoon development Chukka training/followed 
by Saturday night Chukka Comps for rated Players & Horses as semi-pro competition & entertainment. Sunday 
mornings can then be used for green horse training & horse/horsemanship development. 1200 Sat start - 1200 
Sun finish. This allows regular working-class society 6 hrs travel to and from home without missing any work. 
The game needs spectators to provide sufficient ROI for participating clubs/venues to stay financial. So, we 
need to look also at fewer appropriate venues that are supported by first class facilities/ transport 
radiuses/players/new members and spectators. My reason also to go to Chukkas is to allow players to 
participate in a game where they do not have to feed and train horses to the existing high level of the one-
horse sport to stay compliant with the horse welfare. We need to look beyond the one-horse mentality as this is 
not in the best interest of horse welfare (8 x 8 chukkas is ludicrous. We need to move to and allow regulated 
multi horse at all times. PAA can still play the one-horse comp at National level, as this allows the top-level 
guys/gals that are financially/time capable to excel to an international level. Note: My vision is a layered 
approach to achieve the same existing end goal but will also help balance the existing 
social/economic/development impacts that currently exist. 
 
The sport is becoming over regulated, and the fun is being taken out. People want to play and have fun All the 
people that have had a throw and practice would love to play, but it’s too hard. Blue bandage has its place, but 
I don’t see many crossing into white bandage... why is this? Not too many years ago there was a strong C grade 
or beginner grade, yet now in our region there are hardly any. I think also that the PAA needs to take control of 
the state fixture event calendar. States can’t continue to try and vie for weekends, the controlling body must, in 
consultation with all the stares, sit down and together identify all state level events and strategically plan the 
calendar of events to enhance the sport as a whole. This needs to take in to account season, location, climate, 
timing and nature if event. Young people have great ideas.... 
  
The focus has been in elite polocrosse and the time and commitment for this level is unreasonable for those 
who work normal jobs, have small families etc. when something becomes out of reach or too hard you will lose 
these families from the sport. Focus needs to be on clubs building from the ground up. We need to bring the fun 
back to our sport and reward teams for that. 
  
Stop focussing on blue bandage and look more to help out the people already in our sport and other people 
who really want to play our game - if people don't want contact, they shouldn't be playing Polocrosse – 
 
A Polocrosse programs needs to be implemented in Muresk Agriculture College. More farmers need to be 
introduced into the game. 
 
I am a lower graded player so it would be great if the majority was looked after more than the minority 
(representative - zone, state and Australia) 
 
Try to get more carnivals and club to travel up north 
 
More frequent player grading needs to take place. Players can improve greatly during a season, a combination 
of player ability and a good horse. A team winning in D/C grades at almost every tournament perhaps needs 
individual player grades reconsidered. 
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Polocrosse in many places is becoming the forgotten sport because1. Many clubs do very little or no interviews, 
photos, advertising in local papers or on local radio and tv stations 2 Club practices have almost ceased to exist 
at our club 
 
Keep the Blue Bandage & being able to pay for the practice membership & upgrade to 1 0r 3 carnivals. Would 
be great if you pay per carnival as well. 
 
 Cancel World Cup permanently, discontinue Rosebowl and Barastoc, masters 50+ only at National level, 
encourage the youth and younger players at club and state level, promote and design a competition for 21-30 
aged players, these are the future, and this is the age group that must stay in the game. Older players need to 
step aside, stop living in the past and hand over the reins to these fantastic players whom from my 
observations have no say and feel the sport has let them down. This is very evident at club level, the clubs must 
back these players in, promote them at all times and just give them a go, not only on the field but in club roles, 
i.e., Selectors, Presidents etc. Families that participate in playing the game i.e., Fathers, Mothers, sons or 
daughters or a combination thereof must realise that sons and daughters of other families where the Father or 
the Mother does not play have every right to play at the top club level, not just selected down the grades. From 
my experience some great young players do not get the opportunity to play up the grades because of these so-
called strong family involvements that take over the selection table and club positions. They do not allow 
others to be involved because they want control. This is where the sport will fracture and fail, if it has not 
already done so! 

 
Stop revolving the whole polocrosse schedule around Nationals and interstate events. Although these events 
are important without B, C, D, E, F grade players there will be no polocrosse. Start looking after all players not 
just the elite. 
 
Move to a user pays basis (I acknowledge that a base amount is required to underpin the enterprise so it 
cannot be entirely user pays) as far as practicable Cash money comps 
 
I would also like the better club players to be able to wander from club to club without leaving their club to go 
to some of the better club for a couple of weekends are year 
 
Focus more on skills development/support for mature/adult riders. These are the people who stay well after 
kids leave. Invest in reaching broader horse audience, sponsors, horse community. Promote the sport as 
Australia’s own unique horse sport. Focus on building heritage...with future vision - let’s get it on the Olympic 
demonstration sport list. Look at things truly unique - like polo on the beach. Polo is for ‘the rich’ and socialites. 
Polox meanwhile is seen as dirty and a bit ‘bogan’. We need to make it more visible. We need to encourage 
greater pride into a home-grown sport ... something truly Australian. 
 
Needs to be a move back to grass roots and focus on fun and fitness, rather than trying to train next generation 
of State/National squad. Things like bringing back electric fences as stabling (which every other equine 
discipline has -except Polo-X, with some far more valuable horses e.g. show jumping horses can be worth $A 
Millions), allowing sign up of a player on the day to participate in carnival, return of the C for Social Grade (not 
everyone wants to play for sheep stations in A Grade), focusing in the rural/remote areas, where like us, horses 
are part of the way of life, and you already have the basic parts to start playing (i.e. horse, saddle, transport 
(horse float/cattle truck), swag/camping gear and a desire to have a social weekend away from the isolated 
properties). 
 
Blue bandage is a great way to introduce new members. Safety for players and horses has improved but needs 
to be upheld at all times. The biggest issue is cost especially for families. Club level polocrosse is critical to the 
future of polocrosse and will keep numbers growing if it is nurtured. Elite level polocrosse is also very important 
but in recent times it has come at a crippling cost to club level polocrosse. One should not take priority over the 
other. All levels of polocrosse need equal attention. 

 
 
Make it more attractive to the enthusiastic but not so good players. like any sport there is always the cliques 
that are a turn off. 
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Concentrate on the ground roots and forget putting emphasis on the representative as it limits the pool of 
competitors and can be only a sceptical for a limited time as fees and players decrease 

 
I like to play more than one horse at a carnival. More multi horse. So hard to introduce young horses to the 
game and make the pool of overall horses that are purpose fit. There aren’t enough horses to go round to make 
the game grow. 
 
Make the sport more family friendly. Don’t focus on elite players as much. Support sub junior/junior polox more 
with allowing led subbies return to play. Allow dog owners to bring dogs but must be on a lead at all times as 
other equine sports do. Make the sport more friendly and relaxed. 
 
More spring carnivals  
 
The blue bandage is a terrific idea my partner will be having a go next season. Maybe if we could have 
instalments for membership, it can be a tad tight if there are a few of you whom fall into the senior’s category. 
I have experienced family members who have been asked to use their own private health insurance after an 
accident instead of the Polocrosse insurance, so I am unsure why our Polocrosse insurance premiums are so 
high. The price of fuel plays a large part in how often people can attend a carnival or travel. That is nothing 
that the PAA can do is perhaps approach the larger fuel companies and seek sponsorship in the form of fuel 
vouchers to make life a bit easier for some families. The cost of ambulance services for a weekend is huge for 
the smaller clubs and takes a large sum of what could have been profit. It is hard for the smaller clubs to draw 
and attract new players any help from state or the PAA Would always be welcomed. Any further help in 
running large events could also help smaller clubs and hen hosting a larger carnival. If everyone supported each 
other’s carnivals and not be allowed to run against others an example is the tablelands / north coast zone’s 
clash with several north west plain’s carnivals and the tablelands / north coast zone head to those and perhaps 
will not go to a zone carnival as there are typically only about 5 carnivals and they nearly always clash with 
another Stronger zone. Does the PAA have a plan of attack of how to keep the current zones healthy and 
alive?? I think the PAA needs to advertise the sport more there are so many people who have no idea what it is 
all about. The last World Cup was brilliant and the publicity from it found people asking about it, I am unsure if 
any new players will be joining from it, but there are certainly more people aware of what Polocrosse is all 
about. You can be sure that the players of today talk about Polocrosse and what fun it is to others outside the 
Polocrosse family 
 
To make sure the smaller clubs are taken care of. Our Club missed out on grant because we are affiliated with 
NSW but are incorporated in ACT. The smaller clubs with grass root players not elite. 
 
Concentrate on grass roots members, make Polocrosse more financially affordable, allow membership to be 
paid one carnival at a time. 
 
Focus on grass roots development 
 
Polocrosse needs to remain a family friendly, social, low-cost sport. At the same time, there may be room for 
some (3 or 4) big tournaments (prizemoney/prizes) for those "elite" players who strive for the dollars. 
Meanwhile, the grassroots need to remain low cost and in tradition. There are so many sports- cutting, camp 
drafting etc that are very expensive and have gone too elite. Polocrosse is not, compared to these. Time is the 
problem with polocrosse (getting horses fit). People lack the time this day and age. 

 
Some questions in this survey were not worded in a way that was easy to answer or the options were too 
limited. Limitations to polocrosse for those who are interested in having a go/ starting out- lack of suitable 
horses on the market, access to cheap second-hand racquets and balls for people to have a go at home, 
distance to travel to get to a practice/ nearest club. I understand the difficulty, but I would love to see some 
exhibition matches played in different towns around the WA wheatbelt (as we have a severe lack of clubs and 
players in that area) and have PAWA players/ staff/ members approach each pony club and adult riders club 
and volunteer to run a polox clinic, rather than wait for the clubs to come to us which only happens if there is a 
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polox contact in that town/ affiliated with that club. Blue bandage is great. need to do more to get that really 
going through. 

 
Make Zone Championships compulsory selection venue if players wish to play for their State 

 
There has to be great an emphasis on elite level polocrosse in recent years. Umpires have not focused strongly 
enough on adhering to the same rules for everybody, or safety of horses and players. 

 
Too much emphasis on rep Polocrosse It’s becoming an elite sport 

 
Look after the lower grade players. Integrate polox with other relevant sports. 

 
I believe with the reduction of playing members now it is hard to get 6 players of high standard to play A grade 
and be competitive. As a consequence, you appear to have players in smaller clubs who will never have the 
opportunity to play A grade. Therefore, they are moving to a couple of larger clubs. Consequence of this is that 
these clubs are becoming very large, and the smaller clubs are left with very few passionate members. The 
larger clubs appear to be asserting too much power over the sport along with the selections of representative 
players, if you want to represent Queensland it appears from the outside you have to play for one of the big 
clubs or you basically won’t get picked as you will never be playing in an A Grade final. If you don't play in an A 
grade final the selectors must assert that you are not up to it which is not the case. You could be an A grade 
player playing for club who only plays B grade but still a much better player than a player playing in an A grade 
team in a larger club. Many years ago, players who played for clubs who did not play A grade but were really 
talented players with an A grade horse were selected to represent their state. There were also selectors like the 
late Bob Sargood who were prepared to and stood up for players to be selected on talent not the one-eyed view 
of many current selectors who just select from the big couple of clubs. So, in summary.... talented passionate 
players in smaller clubs move to bigger clubs. This leaves smaller clubs without passionate and motivated 
players to run and drive the club and coach new players within the club. Result is these clubs wither away to 
just a few members. One answer is to revamp the selection process to allow players from smaller clubs get 
selected, so you don't have super clubs being formed. If you have no chance as it currently appears to be the 
case of being selected from a smaller club these players will always move to a larger club. One idea I had is to 
trial a polo idea. Have only three players from a club to a team who double up. I think this will prevent players 
going to the super clubs. Many smaller clubs would have 3 A grade players but not 6 and will never have six 
and would give these players and clubs to be competitive with the super clubs. I have not played polocrosse for 
many years and the comments above a just my observations going to the odd carnival here and there as a 
spectator and talking to people and listening to what is happening in the sport these days. There are obviously 
many other issues relating to the reduction of the numbers such as cost, travel, number of people working and 
living in rural areas, etc. Just some observations anyway 
 
A separation between social and competitive Polocrosse sometimes you just weren’t to have a relaxing non 
comp weekend where you don’t have to deal with over competitive cheating assholes who try cruelling your 
horse and take the fun out of the sport 

 
Although we are members or the Gold Coast Club, they no longer train anywhere near the Gold Coast. The local 
council shut them down, and there are no plans to reopen nearby. This makes practice difficult, and it is hard 
for new members, like our family, to maintain momentum without local support. 
 
I believe a stronger focus of the game at grass-roots level whereby all players feel valued, not just the big-name 
competitive players, would see fewer players lose heart and drop out. 

 
Under 30s as there is very little opportunity for good players when they are out of intermediate age group 
 
More carnivals with players with high ratings mixed through the teams 
 
More money carnivals 
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Clubs should be supplying own first aid at Tournaments from certified club members.  
  
The training membership run during the 2020 year was successful in having more member in local areas as not 
all are able to travel allowing more people to have a go at polocrosse if this was continued it would benefit 
many more numbers in our sport especially in the north as many of these players are looking to return in the 
2021 year even if they have to pay addition fees. 
 
Practice carnivals have been a saving grace in 2020, allowing members to play and participate in a training and 
horsemanship environment. This type of carnival is a must for the future of polocrosse. Most importantly, it has 
brought back true competitiveness and sportsmanship to the game, which has been lacking for some years. 
 
Longer Saturday with 3 games per team. 1 game Sunday. 
 
Exhibition matches 
 
I think the typical Polocrosse weekend carnival should be made more accessible and adopt alternative event 
formats, e.g., Multi horse, combined with camp draft or team penning or pony club, prize money like camp 
drafting, part of country show. Our sport Is somewhat invisible to public to young riders. Maybe play Polocrosse 
at picnic race meetings e.g., Bong Bong, we could benefit from high profile events. 
 
Need to be able to pay per carnival with a cap. Issues with drought and Covid have meant this is our 3rd year of 
paying and playing minimal 1 or. 0 carnivals. Too expensive. Need to get school kids involved or pony club 
“carnivals” With no extra cost 

 
That it be done in a day not all weekend  
 
we need more involvement in the lower grades to help them improve. Most new players start in these grades 
and the knowledge of rules and the umpiring is something to be looked at. 

 
More development opportunities for people wanting to get into the sport 

 
Put more focus on grass roots, family enjoyment and participation polocrosse and less on elite top end 
polocrosse 
 
Support the lower end of the grades so people can transition from blue bandage to E Grade with confidence 
Link with other riding disciplines to encourage riders to ride. 
 
Have to run NSW at Barastock 

 
Concentrate on grass roots players instead of the elite. Unless you are aiming for TV contracts/Major 
sponsorship, we are a non-professional sport that has family at its heart. 

 
I believe the template used during covid e.g., play/practice days worked very well as it allowed the serious 
players to do their thing and this format promoted fun & participation and was cost effective. The wholistic 
cost to play is too much to entice new players - lot just want to have fun & socialize. 
 
Encouraging participation at every level of the game is imperative. The Blue bandage initiative appears to be 
having some success however there are still large gaps in promoting opportunities. The reluctance & indeed 
outright opposition of the Executive to allow "made-up" teams to compete at events (anywhere from club to 
National level) is having a very negative impact. Numbers are dwindling & hierarchy are putting roadblocks in 
place to thwart vigorous competition. What is the worst that could happen if, for example, a "made-up" South 
Australian team won at the Nationals? NSW or QLD miss out? So, what! There is a huge need for a pathway for 
high quality players, particularly between 20-30 age group, to access elite level polocrosse. What would be 
wrong with allowing SA, NT or TAS having representation at events. The more people who are actively engaged 
in our sport, the better. This same philosophy should be applied at local level too. 
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To allow us to travel interstate as it creates a purpose to have horses in and also to keep people involved 
around school leavers age as they find catching up with interstate friends as a drive to get there. Also, to get 
opinions and views from the younger people in polocrosse 
 
The calendar of events needs to have more common sense applied to it. It is hard to have representative 
polocrosse at both ends of the season because it is a long, drawn out time to have you good horse fit for. 

 
Umpiring, Rules and Animal Welfare 
 
Horse welfare is an issue in our sport. It must be properly dealt with through education and protocols. People 
who have played all their lives have no idea how hard this sport is to play competitively and do not realise how 
they use their horses in an unacceptable way. 

 
Uphold rules. They have been invented to assure the survival of the sport and they are blatantly disregarded at 
all levels of the sport 

 
More training for umpires and teaching young players the rules. I feel the past couple of years the safety of the 
sport has fallen short of what it was when I first started playing. Clinics/training days for people trying to get a 
young horse started off in the game and more help for small clubs. It's very hard in a small club trying to get 
new players as there's not enough knowledge to help them and the same with trying to bring on young horses. 

 
Strive to improve umpiring standards to ensure a clean and attractive game 
 
Increase the skills for umpires, badly required due to lack of leadership in umpiring by state and Australian 
bodies 

 
Possibly prepare umpires a little better, I know it's hard to get people to participate in training, but training for 
higher grade umpires to handle certain situations, and how to react comfortably in certain situations  
 
Pay umpires so young people get an incentive to do and to do well. 
 
I believe the biggest thing that needs to be implemented is better umpiring and coaching at club level, the 
people at the top are already at the top it’s the lower grades that make up the majority and they are the ones 
that need the most help. Yes, the juniors are our future but if we don’t keep the majority in the game there 
won’t be anything left for the future either. 
 
Be strong on disciplinary action when required to maintain fairness in line with the rules, regardless of the 
person and their influence in the sport. The sport needs to be seen to be professional while maintaining its 
‘polox family’ appeal. 
 
Be more serious when it comes to horse welfare.... there would be no game without horses, they are still over-
whipped and over-spurred, and pushed to the limit in the top Grades. 
 
Umpires need to be stricter upholding rules, protect the sport 
 
Yes, it needs to be run more professional with umpires and state development clinics/bootcamps. I went to an 
amazing boot camp before Perth nationals and haven't seen this happen again. With insurance ever increasing 
it seems nothing is being done about umpiring properly to address the issues. Don't make umpires do the job if 
they don't want to do it. I'm sure the PPA and state associations and certainly some clubs with tens of 
thousands in their bank accounts should be able to pay annual fees for those that want to Umpire. I'm sure our 
youth would love the financial help as well. Give umpires more face to face training pre and post season (I think 
this is starting to happen). Umpires should also have a blue card and especially a first aid certificate in such a 
dangerous sport. Having a first aid certificate is not as scary as everyone thinks. I can't believe how many 
people that are put into "responsible" positions in charge of groups/teams and don't have a first aid certificate. 
I've experienced death at the hand of a teacher untrained many years ago in charge of children and it's not 
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something that should be taken lightly. This is a dangerous sport and umpiring should be at the forefront with 
a set training process for our youth to get involved. It should not be left for just the older players and I've seen 
so many women give up playing because they get to the stage of playing for a long time, have kids, trying to 
umpire, look after the kids, the camp and watch their kids and the enjoyment of playing disappears and they 
stop playing. This is how I started to feel and asked to be taken off the umpiring list. I feel bad but I would have 
stopped playing otherwise and I feel I've done my time with umpiring. When my kids have left home in 10 years 
it might be different. Also, from a coaching perspective there was a comment about being very few level 2 
coaches. Well, I haven't seen a level 2 coaching clinic since I attended half of mine many years ago. Thankyou. 
 
Also, on the matter of safety umpires need to stamp out the dangerous play sadly on display during a lot of A 
Grade matches. the level of bullying of umpires is the reason we as a sport struggle to get umpires. high profile 
players who on a regular basis choose to intimidate and disrespect umpires needs urgent attention. What I 
hear all too often is "well rough play, it’s been happening for years" Not good enough umpires need to take a 
hard line on this behaviour and rough play and be backed by the chief and state umpires in their decision to 
send players off and it should not matter who you are. same rules apply to everyone !!! on another issue more 
carnivals need to be multi horse. I believe more people would play polocrosse if their horse didn't have to be 
super fit to hold up the whole weekend. horse fitness is one of the main issues along with cost for most people. 
thank you for taking the time to read my thoughts 
 
Get tougher on bullies and rough play. Promote the family aspect of polocrosse. 
 
The PAA needs to introduce measures to reduce risk of injury on the field which will in turn reduce the insurance 
component of membership. Face Guards need to be made mandatory for everyone. The watered-down rules 
for juniors allowing mouth guards are a joke the number of juniors who play with neither is ridiculous it is not 
up to umpires to check if a child has a mouth guard in and if that is the expectation it is not happening. I believe 
the excuse given that having to buy a new helmet makes polocrosse too expensive is ludicrous what price do 
you put on someone life? we all have to buy the correct type of racket to comply with the rues so why not a 
helmet. if you cannot afford the $145 to keep yourself safe then perhaps polocrosse is not for you given the 
other costs associated with the sport. 
 
Umpiring should become professional and be paid. Therefore, if there is dangerous play, unsuitable horse the 
umpire is more likely to control this, which it is not in lower grades and smaller carnivals. This eliminates poor 
umpiring, lazy umpiring, not professional umpiring, and favouritism. This should decrease accidents as well. 
  
Improve horse welfare across all levels and areas. Too many horses are dragged to polox underfit, 
underfed/inappropriately fed, poor general husbandry practices. It's not really good enough and embarrassing 
to be associated with these standards 
 
Keep horse s and players safe look after umpires and officials 

 
Coaching/Clinics 
 
Probably more information regarding how to access coaching and lessons, particularly in my region, mid north 
coast NSW. I am new to the sport and while I do have a small club and experienced members, I feel I need more 
formal training and coaching so I can grow confidence to compete more. It is possible there are things around, 
however, may not be well-advertised. I am also not in a position to travel very far (over 1 hour) on a frequent 
basis for this type of thing. It is a difficult sport to start out in as an adult, even for experienced horse people, 
due to having to train both the horse with new skills/movements, and the rider having to adopt all the ball and 
racquet skills (this is probably the most difficult aspect). 

 
Provide better coaching to mid-level players. It seems that a lot of money is spent on the senior level players or 
activities are skewed or organized to benefit just a few. Particularly NSW based players. 

 
More pony club coaching Exhibition games at annual shows, camp drafting events etc including juniors and 
seniors not only elite players Free introduction with insurance covered by PAA for 3 practices 
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Training days in local areas and clinics to help us improve would be great 

 
Additional visiting trainers for workshops and clinics. Support to send riders (and horses) to mainland events. 
  
Support more coaching events 
 
Would like to see more development of new players through clinics etc, promote sport to encourage and boost 
membership. Also assist clubs in maintaining presence, especially smaller clubs. Keep cost to play low. 
  
More clinics. 
 
 Nurturing juniors Selectors that know horses and players 
 
Fun - blue ribbon type training days in regional areas so new people can try and regional people can have an 
option to attend 
 
More horse development and skill clinics. 

 
Regulated and trained coaches who are prepared to coach and train young people in the sport. Your problem is 
familial and political influences who prevent talent from being recognised. My son entered the sport, he was a 
talented and natural horseman, and he was playing A grade by the time he was 16. Problem was I was a 
nobody, yet all the elite families were so pissed about this new talent they ensured he was never picked for any 
state sides, it was actually so funny to watch. I was an Olympic Canoeist; selection was based on winning a 
race. In Polocrosse to be frank selection depends on what family you’re from. Make it independent from that 
and you will have a sport, if you don’t the sport will die! 

 
More clinics Let’s get back on the field  
 
Would like more training/coaching days and practice days 
 
Encourage more coaching for grassroots polocrosse - Reduce fees - Provide more umpire training for starting 
umpires - Provide an initiative for trained umpires to do finals, A grade games etc. 
 
Bring on more coaching! Polox has some fantastic horseman and women Who can offer so much. 
 
I think Friday afternoon coaching sessions at the grounds would be great. That would improve skills, 
camaraderie and value add to the weekend, most of us are there working our horses anyway so an extra skill 
session would be fantastic. 

 
Tournaments  
  
Give all club carnivals the multi horse option. Its then up to the host club to choose to run a multi horse carnival 
if they see fit. 
 
More carnivals at grounds such as Chinchilla or Warwick or Roma so that there is less travelling around the 
state 

 
Players should only get 1 duty a weekend Central smaller tournament start no earlier than 9 if possible so 
people can arrive Saturday mornings 
 
Get back to grass roots. Less representative polocrosse. More value on representing your club. More one day 
competitions. 
 
More multi horse/ green horse carnivals or green horse games introduced on the weekends 
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No one day tournaments too expensive for 2 games of Polocrosse 
Pay per carnival, those who play few subsidize those who play a lot, this needs to change. 
 
Flexibility around carnival organisation 
 
Holding tournaments that don’t require the whole weekend plus Friday to travel. 
 
Hold big events such as Nationals within a reasonable travel distance from cities. This would attract spectators 
from outside the polocrosse community & potentially lead to new members to grow the sport. 
 
our shortest trip to a carnival is 1 hours’ drive, and it takes 7 hours to travel to carnivals that are in our zone - 
for it to be family friendly the affiliation fees need to be kept to a minimum 
 
I think it is important that the States actually talk to each other regarding their Fixtures List as there are a lot of 
overlaps for people who live close to the boarders of QLD or Victoria who would like to go to more carnivals to 
support everyone but can't because there are multiple carnivals in short distance to each other on the same 
weekend. So, sometimes it’s not about the travel, it is the fact that carnivals consistently clash and then there 
are multiple weekends in a row where the travel is ridiculous and there are no carnivals. I believe 
communication is key. 
 
Start playing one day carnivals, weekends take too much time out of people’s lives and the length of time taken 
to play nationals is ridiculous, other horse activities are flying because you only have to compete on one day 

 
I think that we need to do some more entertainment and have a go day. Things to bring the public in and 
experience the sport. Go to pony club and hold events like polo crosse in the park that ledge point does. We 
need more mentors with suitable horses to get more people into the sport. 
 
Prizes at carnivals are all about the horses. As it’s a very insular sport. Kids are riding ex nationals’ horses and 
new kids in may be riding really well but never get any recognition, but the same kids/people get the prizes 
every week. It’s a bit disheartening for those kids who will never get that chance whilst others just pile up the 
winning rugs and it loses its meaning. 
  
More carnivals that have a draw organized around ratings other than club teams e.g., nominate as an 
individual not as a club team. 
 
Have nationals every 4years thus making it a bit cheaper for elite players and more of a goal to achieve for 
players. 
 
An option to pay each carnival you attend. Look at the reduction on representative events and concentrate on 
the national... too many rep. Things happening e.g.: Barastoc in QLD ... too much stress on states attending 
each year and then can’t turn around and travel to nationals. Barastoc should be biannual. 
 
More Preseason carnivals, more multi horse and green horse events 
 
Make it easier and fairer for WA to participate in Australian Squads 
 
polo x under lights. shorter carnivals prizemoney similar to camp drafting. 
 
More Multi Horse Carnivals in the Outback areas to encourage eastern clubs to travel to get their young horses 
going 
 
Trying state championships in the middle of the year like Bahinua we’re trying to achieve before covid hit this 
year 
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Partnerships 
 
Build better partnerships with Pony Club to help promote young people coming into the sport - provide one day 
competitions for them, racquet and bandage kids etc. It is an overwhelming expense and commitment for non-
polocrosse families to set a child up to play with all the right equipment and then camping/full weekend 
commitments 

 
Need formal engagement with Pony Club at the national level - most PC members stop riding after PC 

 
Please work more closely with Pony Club for mutual benefit 

 
To introduce polocrosse at pony club to support Polocrosse clubs to do this. Every club to have a kit of 6 
racquets and 2 balls and helmet covers instead of people/ clubs using their own equipment. We also need more 
ground allocation funded by council and government. Many years ago, fields were donated by farmers. Or 
fields were made at clubs’ expense, our fields were taken by our Council and turned into netball courts and 
skate park! After our older player did all the hard infrastructure work!! 
  
a sensible approach to stage carnivals and rostering of same preventing clashes - the support and 
encouragement to clubs prepared to stage training camps and different types of polocrosse events - invitation 
to teams’ members etc 

 
Facilities and Club Support  
 
Our huge club, Gold Coast, is at a disadvantage often because we have no club grounds. This makes it very 
difficult to introduce new players to the club. Some help in this area would be excellent since it was not fault of 
our own that our club grounds were taken many years ago. This is one of the strongest clubs in Australia and 
yet we spend a lot of time and effort renting places to practice and hold carnivals. It really is an issue that 
needs to be addressed as there are countless new members in these areas that we are unable to attract. This is 
the fastest growing area in Australia and people here are horse mad. Gold Coast club is kept alive by a very 
strong commitment from members and administration. It is support at the club level in this instance that is 
required, so that we can find and keep the new players that the sport needs to stay active. 
 
Support for small clubs in administration could be of assistance to get them going. Regional grounds are also a 
good idea that seem to move towards too 
 
Release some of the emergency funds to the states to help polocrosse recover and move forward. it would be 
for the betterment of polocrosse around the country but make it equal amounts for all states 

 
Support for clubs from state associations to secure polocrosse strongholds at key located equestrian centres.  
 
Bursaries to help upgrade facilities! 

 
Different playing fields in more areas 
Security of tenure on our local grounds. Fostering of depth in clubs. More assistance from local government 

 
Electric fencing 
  
I believe the removal of panels will help our sport grow; we are the only horse sport to my knowledge that 
requires panels for horse yards. When a new member wants to start, they have to get yards. For one person to 
get 2 yards for their float will cost around $1500. This is a huge expense just to start the sport and that’s before 
you buy all the other speciality gear that is required, bandages, bell boots, white pants, rackets uniforms etc. 
Our Sport is an amazing one and once people try, they are hooked but many people aren't trying because they 
can’t afford the start-up costs. I am aware that some people have the tools and ability to make them but a 
single women or a couple not on the land will probably have to buy them. As for the expense for the families 
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already playing, taking away the cost of making or buying, they take up so much room, in my truck, my 
mothers and my aunt's they take up a whole bay for a horse. This means if you have to buy a bigger truck then 
you need just to carry the panels. When I was younger polocrosse was a sport for the whole family, something 
affordable that mum dad kids even grandparents can play. But over the last decade it has become an elitist 
sport that focus so much on the top end of polocrosse that I have seen polocrosse families that have played for 
years drop off one after another because of the cost 

 
Allow use of Electric fencing. I know numerous people who don’t play simply because of the requirement to use 
panels. 

 
The use of electric tape for yards...... clubs now don’t try to supply yards, as many have panels. Camp drafters 
ALL use tape yards (with the exception of stallions) and successfully, their insurance is less, they have dogs, 
their entries are way higher, their commitment each week/weekend is way less, there is the chance of a 
payback yes, and that sport is BOOMING. And polocrosse is declining.  
utilise them Thanks 

 
Dogs 
 
Allow dogs (with rules). Many players are from remote areas, we have to be away from home for 3 to 4 days 
with no other care for dog. NOT allowing dogs at polocrosse will eventually stop us from playing. 
 
Allowed to bring dogs, on leash, would make attending more matches easier. if a dog is found off leash, then a 
fine etc, or ban. 
 
Encourage ideas, relax rules that are not bad. What other equine sport completely ban dogs (when you can’t 
control spectators’ dogs at all). Many who play have dogs, they are part of the family, and can’t leave them 
home alone. They just CAN’T be at the field.  
 
Make a dog friendly section for camping even if attracts extra fee. The excuse of insurance is rubbish early 
years no accidents due to dogs’ glass everywhere but dogs n it allowed. 

 
 


	It was a strong indicator of the passion of the polocrosse community that 364 people out of total 630 returns made additional comments. Their responses (to “Do you have any comments or suggestions for the PAA that would help you, your Club and or Stat...
	What is your postcode?
	How many horses do you own, or you are responsible for?
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